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End of an Era

EDITORS

toward the New Deal, and particularly toward the Truman administration, which has distinguished itself in a remarkable way
for inefficiency and ineptitude.
The results of the recent balloting
indicate that the exodus of the
New Deal might well have come
much earlier than 1946-perhaps
as early as 1940-had not the war
emergency convinced the majority
of the electorate that a change in
the national administration during that critical period would
have been unwise.
The Democratic Party suffered
an irreparable loss when Franklin
D. Roosevelt passed from the
scene, for the political magic of
his name and personality was in
itself sufficient to carry his party
from victory to victory. Add to
this the administ~ation's bungling

·QN TuEsDAY,

November 5, the
American people spoke-spoke
in accents so clear and unmistakable that there could be no doubt
as to their, verdict regarding the
policies of their national administration. It took no clairvoyant to
predict the Republican victoryevery pre-election poll had pointed in the same direction-but only
the most optimistic G.O.P. partisans anticipated a landslide of
such staggering proportions.
From our particular vantage
point it appears that the vote on
November 5 was principally in
the nature of a protest against the
record and the policies of the
Democratic Party. It represented
a long and increasing accumulation of resentment, complaints,
dissatisfaction, and sheer disgust
1
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of the meat and housing situations, the irritation of the people
toward governmental controls and
regulation, and the effects of the
vVallace imbroglio, and it is not
surprising that the electorate reacted as they did.
We are convinced, moreover,
that the vote on November 5 was
in large measure a protest against
the liaison between a large seg·
ment of the Democratic Party and
the alien philosophy of Commun·
ism, parading in the garb of a
spurious "liberalism." It is dis·
pleasing to any patriotic American
to see such public figur..es as Wallace and Pepper hew so closely to
the pro-Russian line, to the detriment of the interests of their own
country, and to watch these men
raise the banner of a new and sinister type of isolationism and appeasement. The fact that the
C.I.O.-P.A.C., the ICCASP, and
other champions of Soviet totalitarianism now refer to themselves
as "progressives" will deceive no
one-at least not the intelligent
American voter. That became
abundantly clear on November 5·
All other considerations aside,
there can be no doubt that a
change is wholesome and beneficial for the country when the party in power has held office for too
long. It is a political axiom that"
"power corrupts and absolute
power corrupts absolutely." This
basic factor gave par ticular poten-

cy to the adroit Republican campaign slogan, "Had enough?" It
is simply a reaffirmation of the old
observation that a new broom
sweeps clean.
The Republican Party, however,
should lose no time and expend
no energy in gloating over its
smashing victory at the polls. The
authority which the American
people have vested in the Repub-'
lican majority carries with it a
heavy responsibility. Upon this
party will rest the brunt of the
burden of bringing America out
of its post-war doldrums into a
newer and brighter day. And the
Republicans dare not forget that
they have a date with political
destiny in November, 1948. Then
the American electorate will be in
a position to render an even more
decisive verdict-on the basis of
the Republicans' own record during the ensuing two years.

Is It Worth It?
people of the United States
well ask themselves
what it is worth to be considered
the strongest and most prosperous
nation on earth. And sh~ is that,
for her tremendous industrial potential and scientific prowess more
than counterbalance the military
strength of Russia.
But what has this material prosperity brought her? The people of
HE
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the United States threw their
might into the battle against total~
itarianism, and who will deny
that their war production, no less
than their military power, was the
decisive factor in victory? Since
then the United States has borne
the brunt of world relief, which
has saved many thousands from
death.
For all this we receive no
thanks, but rather the suspicion
and hatred and envy of those who
pleaded for our. help. The British
and the Russians plaster their
own trademarks over lend~lease
goods and minimize the extent of
our assistance. The Jugoslavs take
our food with one hand and stab
us in the back with the other. The
French throw their arms around
our neck one day and slam the
door in our face the next. As soon
as their desperate need has been
satisfied, they forget their friend~
ship and scheme to discredit us.
Uncle Sam quickly became Un~
de Shylock to a host of former
beneficiaries. Remembering the
war debt defaulters after World
War I and the bad blood created
through the efforts to collect it,
our government this time merely
added most of the staggering
amount to our own contribution
to the winning of the war and let
it go at that. What happened?
Any tears of gratitude? Any ex~
pressions of thankfulness? Only
more ungracious grumbling. We

3

feel quite sure that if the U. S.
paid the whole cost, the situation
would still be the same.
It finally boils down to one of
those conditions where you're
cussed if you do and cussed if you
don't. And we don't blame the
average American for becoming
just a bit cynical and asking, "Is it
worth it?"

Negroes and Higher Education
William Haygood,
Director for Fellowships of
the Julius Rosenwald Fund, issued a statement on Negro higher
education in the United States.
Among other things he stated
that during the six years preced~
ing World War II more than thirty thousand Negroes graduated
from college and professional
schools. That number exceeded
the total number of Negro graduates from institutions of higher
learning during our entire national life. Today there are as many
Negroes enrolled in colleges and
universities as there are students
attending the combined higher
schools of Canada.
Until recently it has been extremely difficult for a Negro to obtain an appointment to a white
institution. Frequently Negroes
were invited to lecture on some
phase of Negro culture or were
hired as laboratory technicians,

R
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but permanent tenure as a member of the teaching staff was not
theirs.
However, during the past two
years more than forty-five Negro
men and women have been appointed to Northern white faculties. In fields of learning ranging
from internal medicine to tea
room management, white boys
and girls are receiving instruction
from Negro teachers. Hunter, the
University of Illinois, Ohio State,
Chicago, Michigan, Sarah Lawrence, Smith College, Fordham,
and Minnesota are among the
many reputable institutions of
higher learning pioneering in this
field of human relationships. It
augurs well for the future when a
man's ability and not the color of
his skin is the criterion for judging his fitness for an academic position.

Our Mounting Divorce Rate
Security Agency
T has Federal
released divorce statistics
HE

which are alarming. Prior to the
war our country had a record of
one divorce for every six marriages. But now, according to authentic reports, one marriage out
of every three in 1945 ended in
divorce. This is an all-time record
which represents an increase in
divorces of more than 25 per cent
over 1944.

Our appalling divorce situation
is perhaps the most reliable index
to the disintegration of family life
in America. Students of sociology
have repeatedly pointed out that
the American family is sick. A diagnosis of the malady has revealed
a number of causes. First of all,
the war is responsible for the increasing divorce rate. The present
housing shortage, a result of the
war, is contributing its share. We
must bear in mind, too, that Hollywood sets a pattern for family
disintegration.
The disastrous effects which our
increasing divorce rate has upon
the youth of America requires
little stretching of the imagination. We are rearing a generation
which will show a growing indifference toward the sanctity of
the marriage bond, a generation
of men and 'Yo men who in the
social and economic turmoil of
our day will not regard marriage
and family life a haven of security.
What is to be done? Our courts
and social workers are alarmed at
the trend. They recommend premarital counselling and family
clinics. They appeal to the Church·
for help. It cannot be denied that
the Church has obligations toward the solution of this grave
problem. Marriage and the family
are divinely ordained. They need,
above all, spiritual undergirding.
This the Church only can pro·

I
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vide. Will the Church meet the
challenge and rise to its opportunity?

1942 Peace Overtures?
of the most sensational
publication events in ) a pan
is the new book Shempu Nz7unen
or Twenty Years of Whirlwind.
Written by Shozo Mori, editorial
executive of the Mainichi) Twenty Years of Whirlwind tells the
story of Britain's peace offer ~o
Japan in January, I942- _Back In
those grim days when Singapore
had fallen, the British apparently
were ready to bargain with the
Japanese in an effort to keep their
Asiatic empire intact.
Kiyoshi K. Kawakami, writing
about Twenty Years of Whirlwind) in Human Events) says that
the British Foreign Minister, Anthony Eden, early in I942 secretly
approached Tokyo with a peace
overture. These were some of the
essential features:

0
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I. Japan would return Singapore and Malaya to Great
Britain.
2. Great Britain would in turn
recognize Japan's dominance
in North China.
3· Japan to propose an armistice at once.
Japan, of course, did not act favorably to this overture. The then

I._ _
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premier, General Hideki _Tojo,
was drunk with power. TOJO felt
that soon Japan would dominate
Australia and India and that
America and Great Britain would
be completely out of the picture.
A small group of Japanese leaders, headed by Seiko Nakano,
urged Tojo to accept the terms.
Tojo refused. The proposal was
called "top secret." When Japan
started losing, Tojo still played a
powerful role. No one could dislodge him. In desp~ir: finally, ~a
kano committed suicide, especially after learning th~t his pat~iot
ism had been called Into questiOn.
These are sensational facts. Did
Great Britain make such a proposal without our knowledge?
Possibly. At any rate, General
MacArthur has not banned the
sale of Shempu Nijunen. However, it has not been translated
into English up till now.
If there is truth in Shizo Mori's
disclosures, then one is almost inclined to believe Elliott Roosevelt's disclos~res in his recent
book about his father. Young
Roosevelt gives the decided impression that Winston Chur~~ill
was determined to save the Bnush
Empire at all costs. Anthony
Eden's overtures in early 1942 to
Japan certainly underline Elliott
Roosevelt's contentions that England was concerned first about the
Empire and secondly about the
rights of man.

I
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The Nation's Health
year the National High
School Debate topic concerns
itself with socialized medicine.
Not only high school students but
also adults can well consider the
state of the nation's health.
In the South the tuberculosis
rate is one-third higher, venereal
disease fifty per cent higher, and
influenza one-fourth higher than
they are in the rest of the nation.
Bilbo's bailiwick has only fifteen
general hospital beds per 1o,ooo
whites and seven beds per 1o,ooo
Negroes. Almost half of the Southern communities lack public water supply systems and adequate
sewage disposal plants.
Before the war the estimated
cost of adequate medical care per
family was $66.97 per year. At
that time there were 3,ooo,ooo
farm families with an annual income of less than $425 each.
Clearly these people could not
have afforded adequate medical
care assuming that it were available. At the present time only
one-half of the elementary school
children in the United States get
medical inspection. One out of
every twelve children in rural
areas suffers from malnutrition.
Ninety-five per cent of Americans
need dental care.
All of these facts are arguments
in support of socialized medicine.
The medical profession, particularly the American Medical Asso-

T
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ciation, is diametrically opposed
to socialized medicine. In fact, until recently, the A.M.A. opposed
group hospitalization plans.
We do not favor socialized medicine. However, we do not need
an extraordinary gift of clairvoyance to foresee that some form of
socialized medicine is inevitable
unless certain sweeping changes
are made. Until the medical profession itself takes the initiative
in providing for more economical
and equitably distributed medical
care, agitation for socialized medicine will continue and will finally
effect a change.

Cure for Peptic Ulcer?
discovery of enterogastrone,
secretion from the mucous
lining of the upper intestinal tract
of freshly slaughtered hogs, is the
first successful chemical approach
to ulcer trouble, one of the chief
causes of death resulting fr0m
chronic illness." So says Dr. Andrew C. Ivy in a report recently
released by the New Y ark Times.
Dr. Ivy is a nationally known
physiologist. He is also executive
vice president of the professional
schools of the University of Illinois in Chicago.
For hundreds of years, man has
sought for a permanent chemical
cure for peptic ulcers. In modern
times he has tried various kinds of
HE
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medication and prescribed diets.
In medieval times doctors subjected patients suffering from this disease to treatments which shock
present-day sensibilities. At long
last, we hope, a genuine cure for
peptic ulcers has been discovered.
Dr. Ivy reports that the experiment has been tried on fifty-eight
patients, most of whom registered
definite improvement in a remarkably short time. Experts have even
gone so far as to compare this latest accomplishment in medical science to the discovery of insulin
used in the control of diabetes.
What a blessing for the more
than 1 ,ooo,ooo people in our
country suffering from duodenum
or stomach ulcers if the experiment conducted by Dr. Ivy
achieves further verification. If
modern medical science has in
what may well be the eventide of
history conquered this scourge,
there is still hope that it will also
find a cure for such fearful enemies of human life as polio and
cancer. Surely, the efforts of those
engaged in the conquest of disease
deserve the continued support of
all who are touched by the physical ills of humanity.

Sin and Repentance
is increasing
V alarminglydisease
in our country.
ENEREAL

Scientists are talking of an epi-
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demic. In a statement from the
office of the American Social H ygiene Association, New York, we
are told, "New York City's increase for the first six months of
1946 is twenty-nine per cent over
last year. In the rest of the state a
one hundred per cent rise is indicated for 1946 over 1945. Lesser
but still shocking rates are reported from the Pacific. The curve is
definitely up in the country as
well as abroad."
Add to the above observation
the terrifying divorce rate in our
country, the oftentimes open dis·
play and wide distribution of obscene if not pornographic litera·
ture, not to mention shameful sins
against other divine commandments, and one is again impressed
by the somber truth that even
now, nineteen hundred years after
Christianity first embarked on its
world-historic mission, the world
is as corrupt and decadent as it
was at the end of the first century
of our era. It was then that St.
John made the sweeping indictment, "The whole world lieth in
wickedness."
It was the fashion for a time
and not long ago to demand of
the defeated Axis powers that
they repent in sackcloth and ashes
for the crimes they committed
against humanity. Some in those
countries like Martin N iemoller
publicly expressed stirring sentiments of repentance and urged
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their country to look upon the destruction caused by the war as a
just punishment for their sins.
But, we ask, is it not evident that
God is calling our own people to
repentance when He makes us
aware of the sins current in our
land, sins which cry to heaven for
vengeance? Will we close also this
year of grace 1946 without having
repented and pleaded for forgiveness? There is still time and opportunity.

How About the Protestant
Conscience?
presidential address to the
full synod of the Convocation
of York, Dr. Cyril Garbett, Archbishop of York, warned Anglicans
who contemplated marriage with
Roman Catholics against "signing
away their rights over possible
children." Such marriages, said
he, would be permitted by the Roman Catholic churches only after
both parties had cons en ted to certain conditions, the chief of which
is, "the solemn promise that all
children born of the marriage
shall be baptized in the Catholic
Church and carefully brought up
in the knowledge and practice of
the Catholic religion." He also referred to the promise of the Roman Catholic involved "to do all
within his or her power to induce
the other to embrace Catholi-

I
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cism." Concerning marriage in the
Anglican Church, the Archbishop
said, "It would not indeed be recognized by the Roman Catholic
Church, but it would be a marriage in the sight of God and in
accordance with the laws both of
Church and State of this realm."
Once again we have the evidence that Rome is everywhere
the same and that Protestantism
is troubled everywhere with the
results of its great tolerance. Protestant tolerance, of course, is a
matter of conscience. But so is its
religion. Certainly no one can
with a good religious conscience
sign away the souls of his or her
children.

One Billion Discs
the ten-millionth Ford
W car came
from the assembly
HEN

lines, Frederick Shepherd Converse, one of our country's promi·
nent composers, wrote an orches- .
tral composition, called Flivver
Ten Million, in honor of the
event. The Boston Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of
Serge Koussevitzky, gave the first
public performance of the work.
This took place in the year 1927.
The completion of the tenmillionth flivver was an important
milestone in the progress of American business and American history. Our own nation and man)!

_
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other countries took note of Henry Ford's significant achievement
and paused to reflect on what the
motor car has contributed to modern life.
In October, 1946, another
epoch-making event took placean event which, in the opinion of
many, was in no way less important than the completion of the
ten-millionth Ford car. It was the
pressing of RCA Victor's onebillionth disc.
Even though the tremendous
expenditures of money made necessary by the recent war eventually caused most of us to look upon
the word "billion" as somewhat
commonplace, that vast number
still fills one with awe when it is
mentioned in connection with
phonograph records. One billion
discs! It staggers the imagination.
Performances of masterpieces,
quasi-masterpieces, and short-lived
drivel have been brought into millions of ,homes throughout the
world. One billion discs from
RCA Victor and many millions
from other manufacturers have
done more to serve the cause of
music than anyone can tell. They
have shown that fine music will
live and that tosh will soon lose
whatever savor it has and perish
by the wayside; they have dispensed entertainment, edification,
and understanding. Many a student of music has derived untold
benefit from recordings, and many

9

an artist has been able to deepen
and enrich his own art by paying
close and repeated attention to
the skill of others. Will anyone
ever be able adequately to measure what one billion discs and
millions more have done for culture and civilization?
If the making of Henry Ford's
ten-millionth flivver was worthy of
commemoration in music, the production of the one-billionth phonograph disc should be worthy of
a truly great masterpiece in tone.
In honor of the event the manufacturers have issued as their onebillionth recording one of the
new, unbreakable discs containing
performances by the Boston Symphony Orchestra .of two stirring
marches from the pen of John Philip Sousa: Semper Fidelis and Stars
and Stripes Forever. Those two
works are masterpieces in their
field, just as the man who wrote
them was a master in his domain.
The disc commemorates an event
of permanent and wide-reaching
significanc€; the compositions remind us that our country, too,
can be, and actually has been, fertile soil for the production of
music of lasting value. We should
be particularly happy that the
milestone represented by the onebillionth disc is to be found in the
United States. Maybe a composer
of note will write a work entitled
Disc One Billion~· but it would be
difficult indeed for anyone to in-
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dite a composition better suited to
the purpose than Sousa's Stars and
Stripes Forever.

Inside Russia
OHN STROHM's published report
on life inside Russia served in
some measure to break the gloom
of anxiety caused by the Russian
diplomats' attitude toward problems confronting the peace conference. Strohm assures us that his
reports, based on 4,ooo miles of
travel in Russia without official
guide, are his uncensored impressions of land and people behind
the "iron curtain." The many pictures which accompany his descriptions support that claim.
According to Strohm, the Russian people do not want war.
They want peace to improve their
standard of living which, contrary
to communistic propagandists, is
on a surprisingly low level. Prices
and taxes are high, and income
low. With respect to food and
clothing, the rrtasses can merely
satisfy their bare needs. Human

J

muscle is substituting for machinery in clearing away the ruins of
the war and cultivating the fields.
It is almost unbelievable that
wheelbarrows without wheels are
used to carry away the rubble, and
that millions of acres are spaded
by men and women, many of
whom barefoot with rags wrapped
around the foot which works the
spade. Women in large numbers
supply the labor in the cities and
on the farms.
The report is encouraging and
hopeful in as much as it pictures
the masses of Russia kindly disposed toward America. They feel
grateful for the help which America has given them in defeating
the enemy, and they deeply appreciate the UNRRA foods which
America provided for them even
though the prices are prohibitive
for many.
Direct contacts with the Russian people and mutual exchange
of information about land and
people promise to do more in
bringing about understanding between the two nations than meetings of diplomats have heretofore
accomplished.

I
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PILGRIM
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
BY

0.

A Christmas Letter

D

EAR

P.

KRETZ MANN

know, a few hours before bedtime
which will be complete, without
memory or regret, holding only
the joy and wonder of the moment
we call Christmas. . . . The evening will belong to you and all
children like you-a whole evening, and beyond it, sleep that
will end on Christmas morning,
the very best time, on earth or in
heaven, to wake up . . . . But for
the older people in the room there
will be other things too, memories
and fears and hopes and dreams
and faith .... Things I would like
to tell you about now, while there
is still time. . . . All kinds of
things, high and deep, great and
holy. . . .
For you Christmas will seem to
come suddenly.... You may have
noticed that Mother was wrapping
and hiding boxes and bundles
these many days, but I am sure
that you never dreamed it would
be like this. . . . All the real preparations were hidden and quiet.
. . And that is the way Christ-

SoN: I have been trying

to write this letter for a long
time ... but somehow I never got
around to it until tonight . . . .
This will now be your third
Christmas on earth and you will
understand just a little more
about it. . . . Not much more,
perhaps, but enough to know that
something strange and wonderful
is happening ... again-something
very different even from your life,
which has so much joy and so little sorrow-something totally different from the life of a world
which has seen more Christmases
than it deserves .... For you the
difference will lie in things that
you can touch and see, the tree
in the corner of the room, the
lights and the candles, the gifts
on the floor, the manger near the
wall, the shepherds and their
sheep coming forever from the
dark toward the Child in the
light ..... When the sun goes down
on Christmas Eve you will have, I
11
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mas came the first time, too. . . .
It seemed to appear suddenly-a
night, a Mother, a few shepherds,
a Child, a light in the sky, a new
song over the world. . . . When
the evening came, there was nothing but darkness; when the morning came, there was everything
but darkness . . . . Suddenly . . .
But it was not really like that.
. . . It only looked that way to
everybody because it was-and isvery hard to see clearly on Christmas night. . . . Actually, Christmas had been coming for a long
time; in fact, it was always coming. . . . For hundreds of years
God had said something about it,
here and there, through a man
standing in a desert, a king singing with a harp, a prophet preaching on the street. . . . People had
not always understood what God
was trying to say to them but
that's the way we are .... We are
really no older than you are when
God comes . . . to tell us about
Christmas. . . . But if we listen
quietly as you do when Mother
tells a story, we begin to know
that God wanted Christmas to be
as it was and that He had planned
it for many hundreds of years,
ever since an angel with a flaming
sword stood at the gate of a garden that was lost. . . . It really
was not so sudden, after all. . . .
And that's what makes it so important and so beautiful. ... You
see, the little Child in the manger

was God Himseli
coming to
live with us after waiting four
thousand years. . . . God, Whom
nobody has ever seen or can see
with eyes like yours, now was as
small and helpless as you were two
years ago. . . . He Who had once
hurled the sun into the heavens,
became a child in the night ....
He could have made a cover of
stars for Himself, but He chose
the straw and the roof of a stable.
. . . That's hard to understand,
isn't it? . . . I have always had
trouble with it too-and so one
must not try to understand it-just
believe it. . . . You can do that
because He came in order to make
us like children again and give us
the great power of faith . . . by
which we can believe something
that is more wonderful than all
the Christmas trees in the world,
all the gifts, and all the lights
shining on the snow . . . when
night comes on Christmas Eve ....
This is what the older people
in the room will know and remember while you are looking at
the tree and playing with your
new train. . . . And that is why
they, and everybody in the world,
are doing everything for children
to make them happy at Christmas.
. . . So that you will have something to remember when the lights
go out, the candles sputter and
die, the wars come and the heart
breaks . . . . All over the world,
this Christmas Eve, there will be

I
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people who are hungry and hurt The way we came, thousands and
and homeless, people who once thousands of others came. All sorts
had Christmas as you now have it. of queer people; there were rough
... People who can only remem- farmhands that wouldn't have dared
ber. . . . And if they remember to walk into a fine house, even if it
had been open, because they'd have
everything the lights go on again, felt shabby and out-of-place; there
in the memory of the waiting were timid, stupid people who
years, the memory of Bethlehem, flinched if you looked at them, and
the white memory of the world's knew how weak they were. They
greatest dawn rising over the hills found the courage to come in. Noof Judea, bringing all the assur- body could feel particularly out-ofances which were lost and are now place in a garage, because it's not
found again in the songs that were meant to be a place for human
made for midnight and the Child beings. Nobody could feel shabby
that was born for darkness . . . after he'd seen how they'd had to
like theirs. . . . Christmas means make do. Nobody could feel weak
and frightened while he was looking
that they have lost nothing for- at an absolutely helpless new-born
ever....
. baby. People could stay away out of
And it is for everybody. . . . Pride, but not out of Poor People's
Do you remember what I read to Pride.
you a few nights ago from a little
They kept pouring through that
book which tells about two chil- door all night: they'd found their
dren in London who had to sleep way through Time, forward or back.
underground every night because Each of them saw a different-looking
place; to some it was the stable where
airplanes were dropping bombs? they'd pia yed as children, when there
... Like the Child, they were safe were stables; and if they lived in
only in caves under the floof of northern countries they saw snow
the world.... Do you remember falling outside. They recognized the
how their uncle tries to explain night-watchmen as simple people
Christmas to them and because from their own villages. Others-the
they had never seen a stable he city people of today and the coming
has to tell them that the Baby centuries-could see the room only
was born in something like' a dimly, because they'd never seen a
real stable or real shepherds; so they
garage? ... And how all the world
saw everything second-hand through
finally came on tiptoe to see the pictures, or through those little modChild, and how wonderful it is els they put up in the churches to
that everybody could come? . . . help people find their way back. Some
And what uncle says to the chil- of those invisible guests saw a Cave:
dren? . . . :
the children who were born under-

•
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ground in hiding could plainly see
it was a Cave, whether they called
it a Catacomb or a Shelter.
Some people even saw that Mother
and her Baby with black skins-and
came away and put their pictures in
the window of a wonderful cathedral
in France, because they didn't think
it was wrong to be black.
But whether they came from near
by or by the long journey through
centuries, and whatever sort of a
shabby building it looked like, they
all saw what they had come to see.
They saw the same Baby, all of
them.*
This is what the older people
in the room will see on Christmas
Eve .... A few minutes ago you
and I looked again at the little
white angel with the broom in his
hand who stands above the fireplace all year .... He reminds us
always, but especially now before
Christmas, that the heart must be
swept clean before Christmas can
really come. . . . You haven't so
much to sweep out as those of us
who are older, but the angel with
the broom is necessary for all of
us .... He has to sweep away the
hate and the lie, the pride and
the fear, the loneliness and the
pain of our years. . . . The long
forgetfulness, the lost way of our
own willing, the night of our disbelief. . .. Year by year his sweeping becomes harder as the world
thinks of Christmas only in terms
* Peace Unde~ Earth by Paul Beaujon. New
York. Dodd Mead ~ Company, 1939 .

of pleasure rather than of happiness .... Pleasure, you see, comes
from the things we can touch and
see . . . . For you now ·on Christmas Eve pleasure and happiness
are one, as they should be .... But
later when we grow older, happiness cannot come from the
bright things in the windows on
State Street or the lights on the
tree or the new presents on the
floor .... And because many people this Christmas will think that
these are the beginning and the
end of everything the angel with
the broom must sweep harder
than ever and the darkness grows
deeper and the snow of our winter lies cold in our hearts. . . . We
are children, too, but lost children-lost because we know too
many wrong things and have seen
too many bright things which
looked like stars but were only
broken atoms ....
Perhaps it does not belong in
a letter to you but this is the year
of our Lord 1946 and you ought
to remember some day just what
the angel with the broom had to
work against .... After you went
to bed tonight I read a short book
by John Hersey describing the
coming of the atomic age to a city
in Japan. . . . When you go to
school you will learn that when
you were born we were fighting
against some other people who
know as little about Christmas as
we did .... The war ended when

I
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you were less than a year old and
here is how the end came. . . .
Miss Sasaki was a little Japanese
girl:
Miss Sasaki went back to her office
and sat down at her desk. She was
quite far from the windows, which
were off to her left, and behind her
were a couple of tall bookcases containing all the books of the factory
library, which the personnel department had organized. She settled herself at her desk, put some things in
a drawer and shifted papers. She
thought that before she began to
make entries in her lists of new employees, discharges, and departures
for the Army, she would chat for a
moment with the girl at her right.
Just as she turned her head away
from the windows, the room was
filled with a blinding light. She was
paralyzed by fear, fixed still in her
chair for a long moment (the plant
was 1,6oo yards from the center).
Everything fell, and Miss Sasaki
lost consciousness. The ceiling
dropped suddenly and the wooden
floor above collapsed in splinters and
the people up there came down and
the roof above them gave way; but
principally and first of all, the bookcases right behind her swooped for-

ward and the contents threw her
down, with her left leg horribly
twisted and breaking undern eath her.
There, in the tin factory, in the first
moment of the atomic age, ·a human
being was crushed by books.""

So, you see, Christmas is very
necessary this year. . . . You will
not understand all the reasons for
its coming and you will not read
this letter until many years from
now . . . . Meanwhile, since you
cannot come to me I will try to
come to you this Christmas Eve,
to be a child with you, to see with
your eyes this great thing that has
come to pass, that cannot die ....
The snow will fall on Christmas,
the snow flakes will touch the tree
across the street and the wind will
be swift above the house, but we
will be inside, untouched by the
night, and see into the heart of
the Child, expectant, prepared, by
the pity of God, very well prepared, for the coming of Godfor when and where He comes,
everybody can be happy ....
* Hir osh ima by John
Alfred A . Kn opf, 1946.
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The editors consider and
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is a story of a very ordinary and prosaic Christmas
card. It had no envelope of its
own but came folded and crushed
down so as to make it fit into the
smaller regular air mail envelope
with its edges of .red, white and
blue. It had evidently been sent in
fear that it might not be in time
~or Christmas. And the air mail
envelope into which it had been
forced somehow gave greater assurance that it would. The card
did not mind that its cellophane
was crinkled and its greeting broken by the folding. Whatever attractiveness it had, it sacrificed for
the joy of being under the Christmas tree on Christmas Eve. It
knew that its wrinkled appearance
was not important and that its significance was not in its printed
message. It felt this because it was
so clearly a plain and humble
card. It felt it, too, because of the
white carnation which it held
crushed between its fold. The
HIS

Christmas message it was to convey was too much for the card to
bear alone. Eagerly it shared with
the carnation the burden of its
mission, for it was carrying something of the weight of glory which
Christmas puts upon people of
low degree and upon the simplicities of life.
The card with the enfolded carnation was saying in unmistakable
ways that its strange and gentle
crudeness was not unlike the
crudeness of the cradle and stable
where humble shepherds were the
first to find the newborn King of
love. It was not unhappy to acknowledge that its beauty was borrowed from the love which it so
tenderly sheltered and carried.
And it wasn't difficult at all to
understand what this Christmas
card was trying to say for her who
had sent it. The card and the carnation realized that she had no
words with which to attempt to
express what she felt when at
Christmas time she remembered a
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pastor who had been kind to her
and to her broken family. She had
no schooling in the use of words
for emotions as profound as that.
She was one of God's little people,
poor and uneducated and without
opportunity for culture or refinement. Kindness and happiness had
not often come to her, for few
live a~ tragically as she has lived.
The white carnation, crushed and
wilted, might have said this, but
not when it was held by the
Christmas card. On Christmas Eve
it came as one of the few flowers
from her sparse garden, pure and
white with remembered kindness,
and radiant with the reflected
glory of the thoughtfulness for
people which came down from
heaven the night the Savior was
born. An aged Negro mother and
grandmother who knew much bitterness and far too little kindness
had done a small deed of touchingly simple gratitude. She had
caught the glory of the love which
glows warm and bright in the
manger of the Son of God.
And Christmas has a deeper
meaning because of what this
Christmas card was kind enough
to say.

~

<Bn( Q:hristmas l:\1(
to be my first Christmas
away from home. Most of my
Ifellow-students,
more fortunate
T WAS

than I, were spending their Christ-
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mas holidays at home or with relatives. The college-town friends
who had kindly invited me to
spend Christmas with them were
busy with their last-minute shopping and other preparations for
their Christmas festivities. So I
had nothing to do to drive away
the homesickness that gnawed at
my vitals. The prospect of a long
afternoon alone, until it would be
time to go to the Christmas Eve
service at church, was not very inviting. I decided to walk downtown for diversion; but there the
hustle and bustle of the shoppers,
their laughter and gaiety, only
underscored more heavily my own
loneliness. I stopped at a streetcorner, wondering what else I
might do to pass the time, when a
newsboy came by with the afternoon paper. I bought one and
glanced at the headlines, and saw
that the murder trial which had
been agitating the community for
some time was coming to a close.
The newspaper report was to the
effect that the case would probably go to the jury by Christmas
Eve. Well, that would be one way
of spending the rest of the afternoon, thought I, to go and hear
the last part of the trial.
The courthouse was only a
block away, and in a few minutes
I was inside the half-empty courtroom listening. The prosecutor
had just started his closing address to the jury. As he reviewed
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the case and the evidence in great
detail, I could hear the chimes
from a nearby church-tower playing Christmas songs and carols.
These formed a startling musical
background to the sordid story of
the case. The prisoner was accused
of criminally assaulting a young
eight-year-old girl and leaving her
dead in a roadside thicket. I sat.
there for two hours hearing the
masterful summary of the State's
case against the prisoner at the
bar. My own loneliness was forgotten as I contemplated the
plight of that poor wretch on the
stand, for whom the lines had not
fallen in pleasant places, and who
after the trial and the almost certain conviction would have a few
more lonely weeks in the death
cell before his execution, and I
could not help wondering what
particular circumstances had started him out on the road that would
end on the gallows. As I mentally
visualized the abyss of vice and depravity into which he had strayed,
I could not help shuddering, especially as I realized how the evil
impulses of the darkest crimes are
buried deep in the hearts of us all.
The nearby chimes were now
playing "The First Nowell," and
as the strains softly permeated to
all corners of the courtroom, a
deeper hush fell on us listeners,
and I believe the prosecutor, as he
heard those strains, altered the
peroration which he had original-

ly planned. He had been most bitter toward the prisoner as he built
up a powerful plea for a death
sentence. Now he dramatically
pictured the happy Christmas
which the dead girl would have
had in the bosom of her family,
if the accused had not committed
his inhuman act. Then, after insisting that the jury had no other
choice than to mete out the extreme penalty, he closed with this
reference to the prisoner: "And
may the Savior of the world, born
this night in Bethlehem, have
mercy on his soul!"
The jury slowly filed out to
their room. The prisoner, weeping, was led away by the bailiff. As
all but a few reporters and court
officials rapidly left for their respective Christmas Eve celebrations, the church chimes were
playing "0 Little Town of Bethlehem." As I walked out to get a
bite of supper before going to
church, I hoped that the prisoner
had heard the music of Phillips
Brooks' immortal carol also and
that, in true repentance, he would
breathe the closing stanza as his
Christmas Eve prayer:
0 holy Child of Bethlehem,
Descend on us we pray;
Cast out our sin and enter in,
Be born in us today.
We hear the Christmas angels
The great glad tidings tell:
0 come to us, abide with us,
Our Lord Immanuel!
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Prince of Peace surveys
the world during the Christmastide of 1946, He sees that dissension and strife are rampant
among the nations. A conference
for the establishment of peace
took place in Paris many months
after the end of the recent war;
but there was little peace among
those who assembled for that parley, and it seems that no actual
peace can come about as a result
of what was said and done there.
Greed, distrust, and a longing
for revenge continue to be uppermost in the minds and hearts of
millions of human beings. Rumors
of war are flying thick and fast.
The world is aware of the indescribable carnage and destruction wrought by the atom bomb,
it can take for granted that much
more is known today about rocket
propulsion than had been discovered while the war was still in
progress, and it suspects that bacteriological warfare can produce
suffering even more horrible than
that which has been made possible
by atomic fission. Nevertheless, the
haggling and the bickering go on
and on.
Selfish champions of an ideology which degrades men, women,
and children to mere puppets, sets
its face like flint against the Christmas message, and strives with cunning and with might to expand
~
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its domain on earth are more feverishly at work than ever before.
They will not scruple to use
atomic power, vastly improved
rocket propulsion, and bacteriological warfare in an effort to accomplish the purpose they have in
mind. For them the destruction of
human life is but a means to an
end.
Many astute scientists have been
driven to throw up their hands in
despair, and more than one wise
statesman is beginning to believe
that almost every vestige of hope
has faded. Are they right?
In these trying days of seemingly futile attempts at peace-making
those who cling to the comfort
and the hope which the message
of the Christchild has brought into their hearts turn to the humble
but all-powerful Babe of Bethlehem 'for solace, for strength, and
for wisdom. Their prayers can,
and will, do much to bring about
good will among the nations of
the earth. The followers of Jesus
Christ know that when they seek
they shall find, that when they ask
it shall be given them, and that
when they knock it shall be
opened unto them. They pray for
those who sit in the seats of the
mighty and for those whom too
many of the mighty regard as
mere checkers on a board. They
work tirelessly to sow the good
seed of the peace that passes all
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understanding. Their prayers will
not be without effect; their labor
will not be without results.
The leavening power of Christianity is still the most potent
force in the history of mankind.
In fact, it is the only hope for a
troubled and frightened world.
Just as the Lord was willing to
spare Sodom and Gomorrah for
the sake of a mere handful of
righteous men and women, so He
may be willing to preserve the
world today because of those who
accept the Christchild as their Savior and bring the good tidings of
salvation to their fellowmen.

~

"<Bn ~arth :jf;)rac£''
nuNDAMENTAL problems basic
J[l for the peace treaties to be
drafted are occupying the minds
of the world's leading statesmen.
Although the guns are silent for
longer than a year, peace has not
been officially declared by the victorious powers.
The shaping of a policy on
which world peace may be established is found to be exceeding! y
difficult. Our own Secretary of
State has recently informed us
that the walls of nationalism,
formed by racial prejudice and
diplomatic suspicion, have until
now proved themselves insurmountable barriers for the establishment of world peace.

The deliberations of the representatives of the victorious nations
are fortunately still under way.
The continuation of unrest in the
world will in a large measure depend on the outcome of the conference. While leading statesmen
are hopeful that adjustments may
be reached, they nevertheless regard the situation critical.
The Christmas season is again
approaching. Soon the Christian
world will once more make its pilgrimage to Bethlehem. There men
will hear the angelic hosts break
forth in celestial chorus with
"Glory to God in the highest, and
on earth peace, good will toward
n1en."
That message sung by the heavenly host is the only reliable basis
for world peace. When men realize the sacrifice which God made
to re-establish the peaceful relationship between Himself and
man, and when they mak~ His
motive of love and good will the
basis for their establishment of
peace in the present world chaos,
only then may humanity's hopes
for a settled world condition be
realized.
"Glory to God in the highest"
recognizes the existence of a superior power who regulates the
affairs of man; "on earth peace"
sets forth the intent and objective
of that power with respect to the
conduct of human society; and
"good will toward men" shows
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the motive of the superior power's
attitude toward mankind.
If the great principles inherent
in the angelic message will actuate
the thinking and guide the motives of the nations' representatives at the peace conference, then
and only then shall the present
veil of gloom and uncertainty be
lifted from our chaotic world and
the sun of a brighter future radiate hope and cheer and confidence into the hearts of fearful
mankind.

~
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Jesus came into the
'-ll.{_ world He was greeted by
a "No Vacancy" sign, so familiar
to the American traveler, tourist,
and recently married GI of today.
Jesus has encountered this sign
time without number during the
past nineteen centuries as He has
journeyed from country to country, from house to house, from
man to man, and rapped at the
doors of individual hearts. The
inhospitable spirit which has shut
Christ out of the hearts of so
many humans has reflected itself
in various ways. Unwillingness to
receive Jesus as a welcome guest
brought hopelessness and despair
to many. This inner want of
peace and happiness has again revealed itself in a desperate effort
n-fHEN
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to find some satisfaction by appeasing the lusts of the flesh. If
the truth were known it could be
said, I believe, that we are presently at a lower point in the
moral life of America than at any
other time during the past three
decades. Man has made himself
so miserable by shutting out
Christ. The want of hospitality
toward Christ has reflected itself
also in man's attitude toward his
fellowmen. Selfishness, heartlessness, and greed are still basic
problems in all of man's efforts
to effect more harmonious social
relationships. We are told that
even individuals who have passed
through the most trying experiences in war devas-tated communities will reveal these same unlovely and God-displeasing attitudes. Milton once reminded the
world of men that "Devil with
devil damned firm concord holds,
and that of creatures rational,
'tis man alone" who lives in strife
and discord.
If only man would take down
the sign and give Jesus the opportunity of entering in. When
He left the peace of heaven to
dwell with men amidst the turmoil and turbulence of a world
afflicted with sin, He came to
bring peace, comfort, strength,
and hope. Wherever He enters
the cold heart is made warm. He
comes accompanied by love and
by His Holy Spirit who effects
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such an inner recreation and
transformation as to bring beauty
out of ugliness and nobility out
of meanness. Take down the sign
"No Vacancy" and extend to the
new-born Christ the inviting plea
Ah, dear est Jesus, Holy Child,
Make Thee a b ed, soft, undefiled
Within my heart, that it may be
A quiet chamber, kept for Thee.

~

"2lnd ~as made man"
lD ouR simple words. Each a
J[l monosyllable. A long vowel
in each. The four words fall on
the worshipper's ear like so many
long beats in the Dies irae} dies
illa. Small wonder that the liturgy
of the ancient church prescribes
that priest and parishioners fall
on their knees in deep veneration
at the slowly intoned Et homo
factus est.
"And was made man." The
Christmas story is the historical
record of that fact. Deny that
fact, declare it myth and legend,
and Christmas sinks to the level
of the old Teutonic gay observance of the beginning of winter.
Believe that fact as Christians
throughout the world do and as
they confess it in the second of
the honored ecumenical creeds,
the Nicene, and life ceases to be
a riddle.
"And was made man." This
proposition is but a restatement

in simple words of "she brought
forth her first-born son" (Luke
2:7); "unto you is born this day
a Savior'' (Luke 2: 11) ; "forasmuch as children are partakers of
flesh and blood, he also himself
likewise partook of the same"
(Heb. 2: 14); "the Word became
flesh" (John 1: 14) ; "He was
made in the likeness of men"
(Phil. 2:7).
What is man? Plato, Aristotle,
Marx, and other thinkers of note
theorized on the nature of the
phenomenon known as man. For
Darwin and his disciples, man is
of simian origin. That is still a
common view. It offers a convenient explanation for the brutish instincts of man in this age of
lawlessness. At the moment it is
fashio'n able to extol the dignity
and distinctiveness of man. Some
become sen tim en tal when they
speak , of the "common man."
Some become enraged at any allusion to "economic man."
But what is man? For a materialist like Feuerbach and his
followers "man is what he eats."
That is to say, man is no more,
no less than a product of whatever passes through his esophagus. Modern chemists have determined that man is a composite of
various ingredients. Reduced to
material value, he is worth about
$8.oo at the present rate of exchange. His fat is worth $2.60 and
the albumen, at present egg rates,
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about $3.25. There is in his body
enough phosphorus to put heads
on 2,ooo matches, enough lime to
whitewash a small hen-house, and
enough iron to make a shingle
nail. Dante, endowed with a little more imagination and idealism, wrote, "We are such stuff as
dreams are made of."
What is man? Only God, who
made him, knows the answer. He
supplied that answer in Scripture.
God fashioned man of clay. He
breathed into him a living soul.
He made him lord of creation.
He created him a perfect being.
But man, so God also tells man
in Scripture, rebelled against
God. He lost the image of God.
He became a sinner. His destiny
was eternal death.
But God was made man. His
Son took on a human body. He
was born an infant with flesh and
blood, bone and tissue. He did it
to become man's Savior from sin
and death. That incarnation is
the event of events. Ancient religions still believe in re-incarnations. Cults of all ages believe
that by some ecstatic vision one
may have an epopteia of a god.
All this is paganism. It is mysticism gone mad. Only the Christmas story tells of a divine-human
encounter which eventuated in
God becoming man.
Yes, this is hard to believe for
minds as empirical as ours. Hard
to believe that the infinite became
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finite, the eternal temporal, the
spiritual material, and the creator
a creature. For the Greeks it was
the height of folly. For modern
minds it is the depth of superstition. For the Christian it is, as it
was for Saint Paul, a mystery. But
he believes in the truth of that
mystery "and was made man:·
With heaven-wrought conviction
and joys he sings:
To Thee, then, 0 Jesus, this day of
Thy birth
Be glory and honor through heaven
and earth,
True Godhead incarnate, omnipotent
Word!
Oh, come, let us adore Him, Christ
the Lord.

~
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will not celebrate his
Christmas with his mother and his brothers here. God
has another Christmas in a better
place where he and Dad have
been rejoined beyond the space of
mere December days.
Somehow his presence will be
very real at home. Five years ago
he, with a handful of the bravest
brave, stood firm upon the rock
they call Corregidor. Day after
day-and Christmas was another
day as bad as all the rest-the
ceaseless roaring of the heavy
guns made memory a madness
and all measurement of time a

JV..ll
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mockery. The bleeding, dying times they scanned the way out
comrades in the rocky caves-the to the place where Tommy sang.
white-faced nurses, shaming Suddenly, as one man, they laid
strain and need of rest-the futile the rifles down and slid along the
little tree someone had saved-all rock. Something within their solmade a backdrop for the Hoi y dier hearts had said that they
Night.
could make it now. The song was
Somewhere out on the flat, bare all they had to guide them when
rock a soldier boy-so near that the flashes died away-but it was
you could hear him plead, "Don't clear, "All my heart this night rerisk it, boys-stay where you are joices.... "
-they've got a perfect range."
Next morning the chaplain
Then night came on and with it told the story at the C. O.'s box
came the haunting sound of down in the tunnel. "It seems
Tommy's song. No more was he a one sniper got them all. We
wounded man, helpless on for- found them, sir, peaceful and
eign soil, but now a boy back at holding fast to one another, just
his home-back at his school and as though Christmas had really
church. He mixed the words a come.''
bit, but through the night there
The letters were very much
came the glorious song, "All my . alike. In Brooklyn, Austin, and
heart this night rejoices, As I Chicago-"They received Chrishear, far and near, Sweetest angel tian burial on Christmas Day.
voices .... " Then there would be May their spirit live on and inthe terrible quiet between the spire us ... .''
roar of the guns. Once more the
And so this Christmas Day
same faint song and the same
there is a gift to build a fund.
words.
The soldier at the tunnel's Martin's mother gave it. "Pastor,
mouth looked over at his friend. please take this money. Martin
"Is it dark enough now?" he would want it that way. Help
asked. "For what?" was the reply. them start missions for the Japa''I'm going out for Tom as soon nese or I shall always feel that
as I can." "You're nuts-the C. 0. he has died in vain. If this will
will pin your ears back-you help, I know that he has nobly
know the orders. Watch your- died.''
Martin's mother has the Disself." ... "Anyway, you ain't gotinguished
Service Cross he
ing alone." ·
should
have
had-but she has
Tense in the gathering black
the sentries stood. A hundred vastly more than that.
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The heart of Christmas is a quiet place,
Unburdened with the shoppers' haste
Or cluttered with the tinsel and the noise
That make the holiday seem cheap and base.
Down at the heart there is the manger-bed
And awestruck shepherds kneel to pray
Before the heavenly Child so frail and small.
Within the heart there is the wistful hope
That this will be the reign of peace
For men and women, high and low,
And lift from their small souls
The fear of death and all the terror of the grave.
The heart of Christmas is a quiet placeJust like the stillness of the mountain peaks,
The shining snows which are so gleaming whiteIt is like stars in wide and deep-blue skies
Above the hilltops of the restless world! t is like sureness of a heart of love
When all around there is deceit and painIt is like hearing children laugh and sing
And men go trusting on their peaceful waysIt is like melodies that warm the heart
When days of age have almost wiped them outIt is like hearing once again and with your heart
That Christ has come for such a time as thisIt is-may God be praised-like peace on earth
And people coming fearless to the Father's heart
And feeling hands of love reach out for them
To hold them fast and make their heart the place
Where Christmas quiet is because the Christ is there.
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HOLIDAY MUSINGS
The eve of Christmas!
Light and sound and color
and warmth in homes and
churches-and outside the dark,
dreary, cold silence of the winter night.
No less sharp is the contrast of ·
life with Christ and without Him.
Without Christ, there is still
the material world and what it
offers to the body. Its offerings
are not to be despised; they are
many and varied and are ,meant
for our enjoyment. The material
world is, furthermore, so marvelously devised that it engages
the human mind in a never-ending effort to understand its structure and operation. If we were
composed of body and mind and
nothing more, we might conceivably be content and happy with
only the light of the sun and such

By
HAENTZSCHEL

further light as we can derive
from our minds.
But we need still another light,
for there is more to us than body
and mind. There is something
deep down inside of us which
tells us that our true being is not
of one piece with the clouds and
the soil, the trees of the forest and
the beasts of the field. There is a
spirit within us which bears witness that we are destined for an
existence beyond this life and
that then we shall answer to God
for the things done in the body.
The noise and distractions of the
workaday world may drown out
in us the spirit's communications
for shorter or longer periods, but
there come times when it makes
itself heard and insists on attention.
Yet how shall we know what
preparation to make for the fu-
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ture life? How shall we fit ourselves to meet God? Men of all
lands and all times have groped
for an answer to these questions
and have not found any that bore
the stamp of certainty. No study
of nature, no searching of our
own minds, can tell us what we
need to know.
Our knowledge is a torch of smoky
pine
That lights the pathway but one step
ahead
Across a void of mystery and dread.

Left to ourselves we can only
know that time is carrying us onward to an unknown future that
lies ominous and dark before us.
With God's glorious Christmas
gift comes the full and sufficient
answer to all our anxious questionings. In His incarnate Son
God reveals to us the way that
leads to Him by making Jesus
to be that Way. When we come
to know the Son of God the darkness lifts from our pathway and
we see the road ahead running
without a break from earth into
heaven, from time into eternity,
flooded along its whole course
with the light of God's love.
Christmas is above all the festival of the revelation of the love
of God, and we do well to dwell
upon that love and to let it sink
deep in to our consciousness.
From it flows all our hope and
joy. But Christmas reveals also
other aspects of God's nature.

I
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THE UNOSTENTATIOUSNESS
OF GOD
When we are engaged in an
undertaking which we regard as important we are tempted to try to make it look important. We have a flair for ceremony, pomp, and show. We cannot but realize that mere outward
display adds nothing to inner
worth. Is it, then, that we wish to
impress others with the greatness
of the affairs in which we take
part so that we may thereby reflect credit on ourselves?
It is not so with God. He does
not go in for theatricals.
When the first king was to be
set over Israel, God had Samuel
anoint Saul while he was seeking
his father's stray asses. When Saul
had made himself unworthy of
the Lord's further confidence,
Samuel was sent to anoint David,
who was herding his father's sheep
in the fields at Bethlehem. And
a thousand years later, when the
appointed time had come for the
birth of Him who was to merge
the dynasty of heaven with that
of David on the throne of an
everlasting kingdom-then God
again proceeded with the utmost
simplicity.
Not in far-famed Jerusalem,
the city of His royal ancestor David, did ] esus open His eyes on
the world that He had come to
save, but in a little hill village
about five miles to the south.
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Not even the dignitaries of .that
humble town, such as they were,
were apprised of His advent, but
only a band of poor shepherds,
watching over their flocks, perhaps in the very fields where David had once stood g_uard over
the "few sheep" of the household
(1 Sam. 17:28) in the days when
he did not even dream of a
crown. For these simple hinds
God, indeed, provided during a
brief space a spectacle such as human eyes have hardly ever seen.
It was as if, to mark the inauguration of the reunion of man with
God, the hosts of heaven just had
to break through the barriers that
ordinarily hide them from human sight. But after the length of
time that it takes to say a Pater
Noster or so, the glory faded from
the skies, and night and silence
returned. The only evidence that
remained to shqw that the wonder of the ages had taken place,
that God had become man, was
an infant in a manger.
In the thirty-three years that
passed between the miracle of the
night that turned to noonday and
the miracle of the noonday that
turned to night, God's great plan
for the redemption of mankind
was carried out. But how unspectacular it all was! An unpretentious teacher, accompanied by
a handful of humble followers,
traveled about in one of the lesser
provinces of the Roman Empire

and proclaimed a new doctrine.
Occasionally a flash of supernatural power came from Him, but
for the most part He was as one
of the common people. He did
not seek notoriety, did not court
publicity. He did not perform
prodigies that would gain Him
the attention of the world that
clustered about the Mediterranean. When He died, forsaken of
God and man, an intelligent
observer would probably have
judged that He had made less
of an impress on mankind than
had Pythagoras or Socrates or several other of the earlier teachers
in the West. So, in all truth, it
seemed.

THE PATIENCE OF GOD
Hand in hand with God's
avoidance of show and ostentation goes the evidence of
His unlimited patience. He is
deeply committed to His purposes and determined that they
shall not fail. But though He has
at His disposal every means to
carry through His plans to a
speedy conclusion, He does not
choose to do so. He is willing to
wait on the gradual maturing of
the seed that He has sown, willing to let time, often at a slow
pace, weave into history the
threads of the design that He has
drawn.
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How slowly God's gift of His
own Son gained recognition in
the world. In an outpouring of
infinite love He offered to men
His best and dearest, and most of
them rejected His offer with ridicule and contempt. Jesus pleaded
with the unhappy sons of Adam
to accept eternal life at His hands
without price, and He found few
takers. Down into our time
echoes the divine plaint, "All
day long I have stretche_d forth
my hands unto a disobedient and
gainsaying people." According to
every principle of justice God
ought to wipe the ungrateful human race from the face of the
earth. But His patience is not exhausted even now. He still lovingly gleans the slender fruits of
His sacrifice, still nurses carefully
the little seedlings that struggle
toward His light in individual
hearts.

AS FOR US
How do we compare in these
~respects with God-we who
aspire to be His children? Do we
noticeably imitate His example,
even when we are busying ourselves with doing His work?
Are we not rather inclined to
feel that if we are to bring the
kingdom to our fellowmen, or
bring them into the kingdom, we
must impress them with all manner of external show? Methods
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have been developed to sell
mouth-wash and deodorants and
cures for athlete's foot and a
thousand other things, and they
are proving successful. Can we
perhaps "sell" the kingdom, overcome "sales resistance," by similar methods? Can we, for instance, employ the power of reiteration and suggestion, which
play so large a role in modern advertising, as a means of skillfully
I uring refractory sinners in to
Abraham's bosom?
There ar~ other ways of attracting attention. Newspapers
may be laid under contribution
for free advertising if one knows
how. By putting on "doings" with
unusual features a church can
break into print. It can, in this
and other ways, spread abroad
the impression that it is up and
doing, that there is nothing slow
about it, that it keeps up with
the latest ideas, and, best of all,
that it is drawing the crowds.
Nothing succeeds like success or
the appearance of it. Business is
the order of the day, and business
methods can be applied to church
work.

Do these things call for a
blanket condemnation? Certainly
not if they are harmless. The
mere fact that Jesus did not use a
certain approach is not conclusive
evidence against it. His times may
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not have admitted of it. Autres
temps~ autres moeurs. But this
principle, again, does not justify
everything. There are praqices
that are cheapening, incompatible with the dignity of the work
of God.
And the favorite explanation,
"All this is to get people within hearing of the Word, and then
that must do the rest," is not so
conclusive as it may sound. Unfortunately, what is employed as
a means to an end has a peculiar
way of gradually becoming an
end in itself and displacing the
original end. The effort to draw
people to church may become the
great objective, it being taken
for granted that then one's responsibility ends and the Holy
Spirit will take over-even should
the Word be cleverly spiced with
extraneous matter to make it
more palatable and watered
down to suit spiritual dyspeptics
and softened to a pap that will
agree with those who cannot endure the harshness of God. Surely, after one has laboriously
brought people to church one
must make shift to keep them
there! One must make them like
it and not decimate the audience
by ruffling delicate sensibilities
with the rough edge of unpleasant
truth. Then church attendance
might decline. And how would
that look in the church bulletin?
No, one must get people to
1

church and treat them so that
they keep coming. It is up to the
Holy Spirit to find a way to do
the rest.
No, of course, no one woulcl
speak like that! But people may
do what they would be horrified
to say aloud or even to whisper
to themselves.

Is not a lack of patience on our
part involved in this? We want
to see results-visible, tangible results-and we want to see them
quickly. God can afford to wait,
but not we.
And yet there seem to be no
indications in the Bible that God
will hold us responsible for results-only for faithful performance of the work our hands find
to do. He has reserved the "giving of tljl.e increase" to Himself.
Can it be that while we are ostensibly seeking His glory we are
surreptitiously working at our
own?

And how is it with our lives
as a whole? By what standards
do we judge them successful or
otherwise? Is it by the impression
we make on others, by the figure
we cut in the' world? Must we do
something spectacular that will
set us off from the common run
of mankind and so, perhaps, also
win the admiring notice of God?
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Or is it enough to do the little
tasks of our daily round, as Gocl
places them before ,us, do them
diligently and faithfully, be content with our lot, and patiently
wait for the salvation of the
Lord?
Methinks, in that day when
God makes up His jewels there
will be amazement among the
tribes of mankind at the great
number of little men and women
who are found to be precious in
His sight-men and women whom
nobody knew, who were never
counted a success, but who quietly went their way, simply doing
their life's work, simply trusting
the promises of God.

Meditating at the manger tends
to give one a new scale of values,
helps one to transvaluate values.
What is truly great or truly
small? As seen from the moon,
the highest mountains on earth
are but tiny protuberances; as
seen across the span of fifty years,
occurrences in our own lives that
once appeared momentous seem
insignificant. All such estimates
are relative to time and space.
And yet not all. God's values are
absolute. What is seen in the
light of eternity is seen in its true
proportions, undistorted by the
relativity of the finite
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~ AND MUSIC MAKERS
Some Treasured Recordings
(CONTINUED]

By WALTER A. HANSEN

h Mendelssohn's name and his
•. stature as a composer happened to bob up in a rambling
discussion about music and musicians.
"Do you consider Mendelssohn
a great master?" asked my friend.
"Yes," said I. "Mendelssohn
was a great master; but I believe
that it would be going altogether
too far to call him one of the
greatest of the great."
"Could you dispense with Mendelssohn's music?" was the next
question.
"Not with every work from his
facile pen," I answered. "I could
do without most of his Songs
JVithout lVords and many of his
piano compositions; but for me
there would be a great void in
music if, by some freak of fortune, his Violin ConcertoJ his
Hebrides OvertureJ his Scotch
S)1mphonyJ his Italian SymphonyJ
and the incidental music which

he wrote for Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream should be
taken away."
"Don't you look upon Mendelssohn's Elijah as a monumental achievement in the field of sacred music?" asked my friend.
"In all probability," I replied,
"I shall be stepping upon many
a sensitive and pugnacious toe
when I say that my own enthusiasm is not as great as yours.
I know that every page of Mendelssohn's Elijah reveals the hand
of a master of elegance and refinement. The oratorio contains
some fine melodies. In fact, a few
of them are stirring and deathless '
in their beauty. Nevertheless, the
work as a whole impresses me as
being weak. I know that comparisons usually balk at going on all
fours, and for this reason I hesitate to bring Handel's The Messiah into our conversation at the
present time. On second thought,
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AGAIN -THE HOLY N-IGHT
Ah, dearest Jesus, hoi y Child,
Make Thee a bed, soft, undefiled
To rest within this heart of mine
And keep it ever, wholly Thine."
MARTIN LUTHER, 1535

C OMEWHERE within the heart of man

0 Where Christ h as made His home and laid His head
There must be restlessness tonight-deep, fear filled,
Vague and horror-struck-because there is no peace.
What shall we say about the hope and joy
That wept its cleansing way across the world
A brief twelve-month ago when Christtide came?
What shall we give to starving man whose helplessness
Is madness chained and bound for future wars?
What shall we answer to the whimpering child,
Too young to protest or to understand the bigness
Of the shnvelled souls who make a traffic
In the lives of men by drying up the well-springs
When the children die?
0 gentle Christ, help me to walk again
The way that leads back to the little towns
Of peace as they once were before our greedy age.
Old Nazareth and Bethlehem are ever blest
Because in them was heard the angel voice and songAnd through the world the sureness grows
That there will be no peace, no end to strife
Until the hope they gave of reconciling men
Through blest Immanuel becomes again
The way men look for understanding peace.
Let me, with all the cold, indifferent men,
Kneel down before Thy lowly manger-bed
And hear me say that I am sorry for it allThe little hates, my jealous fears, my greed,
My holding back the kind and gracious word,
My hideous lovelessness-And lay Thy little hand
Upon my heart and heal the wounded world
By making me live out the Bethlehem song
"To men be peace and glory to the living God."
ADALBERT R. KRETZMANN

·- ---- ·-
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ho~ever, I need not boggle at doing so; for Handel as well as
Mendelssohn imbued every meassure he wrote with a high degree
of polish. Both men had extraordinary facility; both were craftsmen endowed with remarkable
skill. Elijah, I believe, contains
as many evidences of superb
workmanship as one finds in The
Messiah; yet to me at least the
sturdiness inherent in Handel's
great masterpiece is missing in
Elijah. Furthermore, Mendelssohn's writing, it seems to me,
lacks the drama and the piercing
intensity which, to my thinking,
is one of the salient characteristics of most of the music of The
Messiah. Much of the writing in
Mendelssohn's work is almost
cloying. Mendelssohn, you see,
was congenitally inclined toward
sweetness of expression. I like
sugar, but I want it served with
restraint. Many of Mendelssohn's
compositions literally overflow
with sweetness. Some of them
cause me to feel as though I had
been cast headlong into a pool of
syrup. Yes, the syrup is excellent
in quality; but I am uncomfortable when l am forced to swim in
it. Handel gives me meat, potatoes, and fine vegetables; Mendelssohn's music is, for the most part,
a· sweet dessert."
"But doesn't everyone like desserts?" put in my friend.
"I suppose you are right," said
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I, "but it would be stretching a
point to say that a dessert is the
main part of a meal.
"Please do not think that I am
trying to belittle Mendelssohn.
Nothing is farther from my mind.
Besides, who am I to cast stones
at a master as great and as important as the man who gave
us the Violin Concerto, the Hebrides Overture, the incidental
music for A Midsummer Night's
Dream, the Scotch Symphony,
and the Italian Symphony?
"In my opinion, Handel sometimes stoops to banality or nearbanality. Many of my friends and
every mother's son and daughter
among my enemies will, I am
sure, attack me with brickbats
and broadaxes when I declare on
a stack of most of Mendelssohn's
Songs Without Words that I am
usually bored beyond measure
when I listen to Handel's setting
of All We Like Sheep Have Gone
Astray, particularly if the conductor sends every vestige of rhythm
packing and strives to incorporate in his reading an exceptionally graphic description of the
scampering of sheep. I suspect
that Handel himself tried to suggest scampering when he wrote
the chorus; but why, pray, should
it be necessary for a conductor to
try to out-Handel Handel? The
chorus speaks for itself when it is
presented in accordance with the
dictates of sound musicianship.
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To me it says, 'I am an example
of the banality, or the near-banality, to which the man who made
me could sometimes descend.' To
others it says, 'I throw into your
laps one of the most positive
proofs of Handel's consummate
mastery, and, at the same time, I
give you a perfect illustration of
his impeccable taste.'
Argument Is Futile
"Why argue? Arguing, I believe, is one of mankind's most
futile diversions. But the fact remains that it is a diversion. Maybe, as time goes on, I shall change
my opinion regarding the intrinsic worth of All We Like
Sheep Have Gone Astray and, in
a weak or rash moment, conclude
that it represents Handel at his
best; maybe those who swing
broadaxes and hurl brickbats at
me for thinking as I do at present
will, as history moves forward, alter their own verdict for the better and come to look upon the
little chorus as a jarring note in
The Messiah.
"Well, I was comparing Mendelssohn's Eliiah to and with
Handel's The Messiah and Handel's The Messiah to and with
Mendelssohn's Eliiah. I had a
right to do so even though, for a
brief moment, I did mouth the
age-old axiom that all comparisons are odious. When comparing
Mendelssohn's oratorio to Han-

del's, I for my part note that the
point of comparison is aptly expressed in the word 'refinement';
when comparing it with TheMessiah, my own utterly unimportant
judgment tells me that, with a
few exceptions, the music of The
Messiah is strong and that, for
the most part, the music of Eliiah
is weak. Let me say in passing
that comparing to means likening to."
"What have you to say about
Mendelssohn's Reformation Symphony?" asked my friend. "You
failed to mention it among the
works of Mendelssohn which you
value most."
"I have been waiting for that
question," I answered. "No, I
did not include the Reformation
Symphony among the works by
Mendelssohn which I treasure
most highly. This does not mean
that I abhor the composition. I
have listened to it scores of times,
and I have invariably derived
much pleasure from its fine melodic texture and from the polished craftsmanship which it reveals; but I am sure in my own
mind that the Reformation Symphony cannot be called one of the
sturdy and mighty oaks in the
thickly wooded domain of music.
The slow movement is almost
Bachian in character. In fact, 1 it
reminds me of Bach's chorale
prelude 0 Haupt vall Blut und
Wunden. The Scherzo is delight-
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ful from beginning to end. I he indited the Refor·mation Symoften hesitate to use the adjec- phony was too big for him. A
tive 'charming' because I have a symphony which is centered upnotion-maybe it is a queer notion on the Reformation should, it
-that the word usually sounds a seems to me, have an epical and
bit simpering. Nevertheless, I an heroic quality. It should be
feel constrained to employ this filled to overflowing with sturadjective when attempting, in my diness and unmistakable virility;
limping manner, to describe the it should sing and dance with
Scherzo of Mendelssohn's Refor- mighty surges of emotion. If Beemation Symphony. This part of thoven had been an adherent of
the work is thoroughly delightful the faith which Martin Luther
proclaimed, he could have writin every way. It is a joy.
"I have often wished that sym- ten a Reformation Symphony as
phonies as we know them today soul-stirring in its way as the monhad been, shall I say, inventerl umental Eroica. If the earthwhen Handel walked the earth shaker whose name was Johannes
and that the master who gave us Brahms had felt an urge to comThe Messiah had written a Ref- memorate the Reformation in a
ormation Symphony. I suspect symphony, he could have given to
that Handel would have used the world a work as uplifting
the chorale A Mighty Fortress Is and as gripping in its intensity ac;
Our God with effectiveness far portions of his magnificent Symmore telling than that which I phony No. I, in C Minor. But
for my part am able to discover Beethoven, the Roman Catholic,
in Mendelssohn's Reformation had no incentive to compose a
Symphony.
Reformation Symphony, and
"I like to listen to the beautiful Brahms, diligent student of the
Dresden Amen when Mendels- Bible though he was, did not
sohn makes use of it in his sym- deal with the subject in his orphony; but candor compels me chestral works. Only Mendelsto state that Richard Wagner, a
sohn among the great composers
man infinitely more important as
a composer than Mendelssohn, bequeathed a Reformation Symemployed the stirring Dresden phony to posterity. We are, and
Amen far, far more eloquently in we should be, glad to have it and
to hear it again and again; but
his Parsifal.
"In sum, I am convinced that we have a right to judge it on
the subject matter with which the basis of its actual and inMendelssohn strove to deal when tnnsic merits and to wish that it
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were one of the toweringly great
masterpieces in music."
Why Pick Flaws?
"You are incorrigible," said my
friend. "What satisfaction do you
derive from finding fault with the
Reformation Symphony?"
"I am not trying to pick flaws,"
I rejoined. "I told you in all seriousness that I enjoy hearing the
work. If you are in the mood to
listen, I shall play a recording of
the symphony as it is performed
by the Columbia Broadcasting
Symphony Orchestra under Howard Barlow (Columbia Album
391). The reading is by no means
ideal, and the recording itself is
not of the best; but I treasure this
album of discs in spite of the defects. l wish that there were a
better recording of the work."
"What about the Italian Symphony/ ' asked my friend, "and
the Scotch Symphony?"
"There is an exemplary perf~xmance of the former composition by the Boston Symphony Orchestra under Serge Koussevitzky
(Victor Album 294), and the latter work is played by the Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra under the direction of Jose Iturbi
(Victor Album 6gg). I must say at

this juncture that there are some
who believe that Mendelssohn's
symphonies are actually moribund today. I cannot share their
view even though I am convinced
that the Reformation Symphony
does not scale impressive heights.
To those who think that the Italian Symphony is rapidly going
the way of all flesh I recommend
Dr. Koussevitzky's ideal performance. Perhaps it will disabuse
them of their notion.
"Mr. Iturbi is by no means an
important conductor; but he does
give a graceful reading of the
Scotch Symphony.
"I have dealt with the Violin
Concerto in a previous discussion
of some of my treasured recordings.
"Th:ere is a need of new recordings of the music for A M idsummer Night's Dream and of the
Hebrides Overture) and, to conclude our rambling discussion, I
shall take the liberty to urge RCA
Victor to issue Arturo Toscanini's
excellent exposition of the Reformation Symphony. Those who
disagree with my own opinion of
the composition itself, and many
of those who agree, will join me
in welcoming a recording of T oscanini's reading with open arms."

(TO BE CONTINUED]
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RECENT RECORDINGS
ALEXENDER KoNsTANTINOVITCH GLAzouNOFF. The Seasons: Ballet Suite.
The Dallas Symphony Orchestra
under Antal Dorati.-Mr. Dorati
has raised the Dallas Orchestra to a
high degree of excellence. Since he
has had long experience in the conducting of ballets, his performance
of Glazounoff's engagingly programmatic music bears the stamp
of authenticity. Victor Album 1072 RusSIAN OPERATIC ARIAS. Princ e
Cremin's Air, from Tchaikovsky's
Eugen Onegin; Song of the Viking
Guest, from Rimsky-Korsakoff's Sadko,· Prince Galitzky's Air, from Barodin's Prince Igor; Come Now ,
Comrad es, Fill Up Your Glass,
from Moussorgsky's Boris Godounoff; Miller's Aria, from Dargomijsky's The Roussalka; Moussorgsky's
setting of Goethe's Song of the Flea.
Alexander Kipnis, basso, and the
RCA Victor Orchestra under Nicolai Berezowsky.-The artistry of the
famous basso, who is one of the
truly great singers of today, is stirring in every way. Anna Leskaya,
soprano, and Ilya Tamarin, tenor,
join him in the delivery of the excerpt from Moussorgsky's Boris Godounoff. Victor Album 1073.
A TREASURY OF GRAND OPERA. Prelude to Richard Wagner's Lohengrin, played by the NBC Symphony
Orchestra under Arturo Toscanini;
Prologo to Leoncavallo's I Pagliacci, sung by Leonard Warren, baritone, with the RCA Victor Orchestra under Frieder Weissmann; Ri-

torna Vincitor, from Verdi's Aida,
sung by Zinka Milanov, soprano,
with the RCA Victor Orchestra under Mr. Weissmann; Soldien'
Chorus, from Gounod's Faust, presented by the RCA Victor Chorale
and Orchestra under Robert Shaw;
Habanera from Bizet's Carmen,
sung by Gladys Swarthout, mezzosoprano, with the RCA Victor Chorale and Orchestra under Erich
Leinsdorf; One Day a Love Ethereal, from Verdi's La Traviata, sung
by Jan Peerce, tenor, and Licia Albanese, soprano, with the RCA Victor Orchestra under Mr. Weissmann; Il Mio Tesoro, from Mozart's Don Giovanni, sung by James
Melton, tenor, with the RCA Orchestra under Paul Breisach.These superb recordings are issued
as a companion album to the Simon and Schuster volume A Treasury of Grand Opera, edited by
Henry W. Simon. Victor Album
1074·
SINGLE Discs CoNTAINING ExcERPTs
FROM OPERAS. Anvil Chorus, from ,
Verdi's Il Trovatore, and Bridal
Chorus, from Wagner's Lohengrin.
RCA Victor Chorale and Orchestra
under Robert Shaw. Victor disc
11-9294. Eri Tu, from Verdi's Un
Ballo in Maschera, and Credo, from
Verdi's Otello. Leonard Warren,
baritone, and the RCA Victor Orchestra under Frieder Weissmann.
Victor disc 11-9292. Erziihlung der
Waldraute , from Wagner's Die
Gotterdammerung. Blanche Theborn, mezzo-soprano, and the RCA
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Victor Orchestra under Mr. Weissmann. Victor disc 11-9296. Chanson
Bachique, from Ambroise Thomas'
Hamlet, and Vision Fugitive, from
Massenet's Herodiade. Robert Merrill, baritone, and the RCA Victor
Orchestra under Jean Paul Morel.
Victor disc 11-9291. But Though
for Aye from Thee I'm Torn, from
the third act of Verdi's Un Ballo
in Maschera, and 0 Paradiso, from
Meyerbeer's L'Africana. Jan Peerce,
tenor, and the RCA Victor Orchestra under Mr. Weissmann. Victor
disc 11-9295. Casta Diva, from Bellini's Norma, and Suicidio, from
Ponchielli's La Gio·conda. Zinka
Milanov, soprano, and the RCA
Victor Orchestra under, Mr. Weissmann. Victor disc 11-9293.-These
recordings provide a magnificent
feast of operatic fare. The recording is of the best.

Kiss Me
Again, from Mademoiselle Modiste;
Moonbeams, from The Red Mill;
Indian Summer; 'Neath the Summer Moon, from Naughty Marietta; A Kiss in the Dark, from
Orange Blossoms; Romany Life,
from The Fortune Teller. Dorothy
Kirsten, soprano, with Russ Case
and His Orchestra and Chorus.Miss Kirsten imbues her singing
with captivating artistry. Victor Album 1069.

VICTOR HERBERT MELODIES.

Peewee the
Piccolo. Paul Wing, narrator, with
Russ Case and His Orchestra. Victor Album Y-322. The Unsuccessful

RECORDS FOR CHILDREN.

Elf. Paul Wing, narrator, with an
orchestra conducted by Joseph Le
Maire. Victor Album Y-320. Little
Black Sambo and the Twins. Paul
Wing, narrator, with Henri Rene
and His Orchestra. Victor Y-326.
The Pancake and The Farmer's
Bride, from East o' the Sun and
West o' the Moon. Told by Gudrun Thorne-Thomsen, the author
of the book. Victor Album Y-321.I myself am enthusiastic about
these recordings. Peewee the Piccolo is a worthy successor to Tubby
the Tuba. Paul Tripp is the author
of the story, and George Kleinsinger composed the delightful music.
It will teach the little ones to recognize and identify the instruments
of the orchestra. Paul Wing himself
wrote the story of The Unsuccessful Elf, and Louis Brunelli composed the musical score, which is
co·n ducted by Joseph Le Maire.
The music for Little Black Sambo
and the Twins is by Mr. Kleinsinger. Gudrun Thorne-Thomsen uses
no music with her delightful telling
of the two little stories taken from
her book based on old Norse myths.
SousA. Stars and Stripes
Forever and Semper Fidelis. The
Boston Symphony Orchestra under
Serge Koussevitzky.-These brilliant
performances of two of Sousa's stirring marches have been issued in
commemoration of the pressing of
RCA Victor's one-billionth disc.
The playing is engraved on the
new, nonbreakable material. Victor
disc 18-0053·

JOHN PHILIP

l

READ NOT TO CONTRADICT AND CONFUTE-NOR TO BELIEVE
AND TAKE FOR GRANTED-BUT TO WEIGH AND CONSIDER

All unsigned reviews are by members of the Staff

---------'~--------------------------------------The life of Stefan Zweig (died
February 23, 1942) is the record of
the breaking of a modern mind. Like
Nietzsche, HOlderlin, and Dostoyevsky, all of whom he analyzed in brilliant biographical sketches, Zweig
lived in that sensitive restlessness
which often characterizes the intellectual or the artist in a time of crisis.
After his spirit had barely survived
the shock of World War I, Zweig attempted to escape from the world of
political reality and responsibility into the world of books and ideas.
That attempt failed because the political reality of Na:.~ism became too
strong in Zweig's Austria and because he was unwilling to assume the
political responsibility which that
change demanded. Finally, at the age
of 6o, Zweig ended his own anguish
in Brazil with the words: "I greet
all my friends! May they still be permitted to see the dawn after the long
night! I, all too impatient, go on
ahead."
It is easier to understand Zweig's
tortured mind after reading these
memoirs b-y his first wife, from whom

A Shattered Modem
STEFAN ZWEIG. By Friderike
Zweig, translated by Erna McArthur. Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New York. 1946. 277 pages.
$3.00.

of the deepest tragedies in the
dissolution of the modern world
O
is the fate of certain intellectuals
NE

who, disappointed and broken, have
disintegrated under the impact of the
revolution of our era.
There have been many such in
Austria. Sol Liptzin has well described those "Austrian aesthetes" in
his Historical Survey of German Literature:
In lyrics of sweet weariness, in tales of
sad disillusionment, in playlets overladen
with the fruit of contemplation, these
aesthetes wrote of pleasures that palled,
of comedies that ended tragically, of
dreams superimposed on reality that
burst at the slightest pin-prick of fate.
They were sentimental sceptics and ironical idealists, chroniclers of a disintegrating empire and of a decaying civilization, singers of twilight and of life
lived in the shadow of death.
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he was divorced late in 1938. The
book strives to be fair and succeeds
-at times almost too well; for the
reader carries away with him, perhaps more prominently than anything else, an impression of the love
and devotion which Friderike Zweig
bore for her husband even after their
marriage had been dissolved.
The chief criticism which can be
directed at the book, however, is that
it presupposes entirely too, much on
the part of the reader. Anyone who
has not read Zweig's autobiography,
The World of Yesterday (New York,
The Viking Press, 1943) and at least
a few of his other works will not, it
seems to this reviewer, find this
sketch to his liking or profit.
There is still need for a biography
of Stefan Zweig which will apply to
his life the same sureness and deftness of touch which he brought to
the life-stories of Balzac, Dickens,
Dostoyevsky, Holderlin, Kleist, Nietzsche, Casanova, Stendhal, and Tolstoi in his trenchant masterpiece,
Baumeister der Welt. When such a
biography is written, Friderike
Zweig's Stefan Zweig will certainly
be an important source of knowledge
and insight into the life of this
shattered modern spirit.

JAROSLAV

PELIKAN.

World of Yesterday
MY BOYHOOD IN A PARSONAGE. By Thomas W. Lamont.
Harper and Brothers, New York.
1946. 203 pages. $2.50.
HOMAS WILLIAM LAMONT was born

T in Claverack, New York, in 1870. He
was graduated from Harvard in 1892,

and in 1911 became a member of the
firm of 1. P. Morgan & Co., succeeding
the late 1. P. Morgan in 1943 as Chairman of the Morgan Bank of New York.
At Paris in 1919 he represented the
United States Treasury on the American
Commission to Negotiate Peace. He has
been chairman of the International Consortium for the Assistance of China;
chairman of the international committee
to adjust the Mexican Government's
foreign debt; and American delegate at
various international conferences on
finance and economics.
Mr. Lamont has long been trustee
and president of the board of the Phillips Exeter Academy. He served two
terms as overseer of Harvard College, to
which he has recently made a $t,50o,ooo
gift for a new library. Mr. Lamont is
vice-president of the American School
of Classical Studies at Athens; a trustee
of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching; and a trustee of
the M ~ tropolitan Museum of Art.
Among his published writings have been
a number of articles on international
affairs and two articles written for the
Saturday Review, entitled "What a Capitalist Reads."

In this book of reminiscences Mr.
Lamont covers the early part of his
life, from his boyhood in his Methodist minister-father's parsonage to his
prep school years at Phillips Exeter
Academy; then follows an epilogue
in which he reviews his four years
at Harvard University.
The charming picture of a fine
Christian home and the training the
children received, also culturally,
under severe financial handicaps, is
typical of the best and finest in our
American tradition. It is well that
books of this type are published today to remind us of the rock whence
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we are hewn and to show us that the
men who have reached high eminence
among us have their roots in the
common soil with the rest of us. At
the same time the book will strengthen the arms and hands of the many
who in the quiet of their homes are
training their children in the same
Christian way.

Man and Artist
OSCAR WILDE: His Life and Wit.
By Hesketh Pearson. Harper &
Brothers, New York and London.
1946. 345 pages. Illustrated. $3-75·
ESKETH PEARSON calls Oscar Wilde
"the most individual dramatist
between Shakespeare and Shaw." For
a long time Wilde's writings were almost taboo in many parts of the
world; but ever since Max Reinhardt's production of Salome at the
Kleines Theater in Berlin "Wilde
became a European figure," says Mr.
Pearson, "and his works began to
sell like roasted chestnuts in over a
dozen languages .... Up to the 1939
war he was more widely read on the
continents of Europe and Asia than
any writer in English except Shakespeare. Of late years Shaw has been
catching him up, and it is now a
neck-to-neck race between them for
second place."
In 1943 Mr. Pearson, who had
written an excellent biography of
George Bernard Shaw, told the famous Irishman that he wanted to do
a book on Wilde. Shaw tried to discourage him. "So much has been written since his conviction on the subject of his inverted sexual instinct,"
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said Shaw, "that the subject is stale."
Besides, the renowned Irish man of
letters thought that the biographies
of Sherard and Ransome and the revised book on Wilde from the pen of
Frank Harris had covered the case.
Mr. Pearson did not agree. It was
not his purpose to deal primarily with
the affliction which led to Wilde's
downfall. He believed that "no one
had yet attempted to reconstruct
vVilde as a great character" and that
not enough attention had been paid
to "his delightful personality." It was
his intention to "take him out of the
fog of pathology into the light of
comedy, to restore the true perspective of his career, to revive the conversationalist, not the convict."
Furthermore, he was sure in his own
mind "that not one word of Harris'
book in particular could be accepted
as true without corroborative evidence." A counterblast was needed,
he reasoned, to the work of a biographer who evidently thought more
of money than of absolute truthfulness. In addition, Pearson longed to
explode the notion that Wilde's genius as a conversationalist was altogether dependent on his manner,
and he was sure that a comparison
of the humor of Mark Twain with
that of Wilde "was like comparing
a giraffe with a gazelle." Anyhow,
he said, "as I wanted to write the
work, I would have to go ahead."
Mr. Pearson has won for himself
an enviable reputation as an actor;
but it seems certain that his importance as a writer will, in the years to
come, outstrip whatever fame has
come to him as a result of his ability
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on the stage. His biography of Wilde
is a work of art. He strives to estimate
the man at his real value. He neither
glosses over Wilde's many faults, nor
does he give undeserved praise to the
man's virtues. Since no one can arrive at a complete understanding of
Wilde without dealing at some length
with the affliction for which he was
sentenced to prison, Mr. Pearson
writes about the matter in all frankness; but he does not revel in the
sordid details. There is no trace of a
pornographic flavor in his book.
It is undoubtedly true that anyone who undertakes to present the
story of Wilde's life is tempted to
place primary stress upon the numerous unsavory details which constantly force themselves upon an investigator's attention. There is a strong
temptation to cater to depraved
tastes by indulging lock, stock, and
barrel in sensation-mongering. Mr.
Pearson has completely avoided this
pitfall without overlooking those elements in Wilde's environment and
in his personality and character which
shed light on the development of
the man and the artist. After writing
in a trenchant manner about Wilde's
parents, who were by no means paragons of virtue, he discusses Wilde as
a student at Oxford, where the young
man's lack of sympathy with the
authorities was always in evidence.
Concerning Wilde the actor he declares that two selves, "the emotional
self and the overmature self were
clearly discernible at every stage of
his career." Wilde's strange and rebellious nature came to the fore in
a striking manner when he took to

the lecture platform. It was manifest
even in the plagiarism which, for one
reason or another, appeared in some
of his work; but it shone forth with
flashing brilliance in his remarkable
ability as a conversationalist and in
those works from his lazy but wonderfully sparkling pen which have
gained for him undying fame in the
world of letters. Mr. Pearson says:
Most of Wilde's best sayings were a
mixture of fun and profundity, and
when the fun predominated he would
often preface the remark with a laugh
or dismiss it with a gesture to suggest
the degree of significance which he attached to it. Wit is the salt of wisdom,
humor the preservative of thought, and
the reason Wilde is still read with delight, while his masters in philosophy,
Ruskin and Pater, are mainly studied in
the places where dead languages are
cherished, is due to his temperamental
levity, which helped to make him, with
the sole exception of Sydney Smith, the
wittiest of humorists and the most humorous of wits.

Mr. Pearson's book presents a
searching analysis of Wilde the man
and a highly sensitive appraisal of
Wilde the artist.

Economist at Work
FULL PRODUCTION WITHOUT
WAR. By Harold Loeb. Princeton
University Press, Princeton. 1946.
284 pages. $3.50.
HIS book is definitely not for the
layman. The numerous involved
quotations (GQPf < GQPj, DE-(SE
m) jd, C+D+DE= (Q DQ) P) and
the highly abstruse terminology
peculiar to economists make it dif-
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ficult for anyone other than an economics major to gain any enlightenment from Loeb's book.
However, in his conclusion he descends to the level of the non-economic mind and becomes intelligible.
While he does not support the "bread
and circuses" economic philosophy of
the New Deal, he does urge a type
of governmental control designed to
stimulat~ and maintain full production.
An adjustment by which production
could be increased or maintained.
2. An adjustment by which private
capital formation could be kept
from exceeding certain limits on
production upsurges.
3· An adjustment by which consumer
goods production could be increased
in relation to over-all production at
higher production levels.
1.

His proposals are theoretically
sound, but they will not be followed.
Loeb's book and the writings of
Henry Wallace, Stuart Chase, et alii
have a value; they stimulate thought,
but it is highly unlikely that they will
be effective factors in promoting full
employment or in preventing an economic depression. There are too
many psychological variables outside
the economic sphere which cannot
be controlled, factors which are important in the starting or stemming
of a depression.
The average man can best prepare
himself for the vicissitudes of our
economic system by watching the
signs of the times and by acting accordingly.
While your reviewer is not a
prophet or the seventh son of a
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prophet, his observations-based or.
wholly unscientific data-have indi·
cated to him that a recession is destined for t~e not too distant future.
When Chicago barbers are giving tips
on the market we can be assured that
all the suckers are in the game and
then the showdown is imminent.
Too, when Pullman porters begin
to treat passengers with civility, prosperity is definitely on the wane.

Hilarious Book
GRANDFATHER OBJECTS. By
Walter Beebe Wilder. Illustrated
by George Price. Doubleday & Co.,
Inc., Garden City, New York. 1946.
317 pages. $2.50.
HIS is, as the publishers' blurb
correctly states, a hilarious book.
The story is told by grandfather's
young grandson and covers the boy's
experiences on grandfather's farm
during his summer vacation. The
clashes between grandfather and the
relatives that join the summer household, ostensibly to look after grandfather whose broken leg is in a cast
and who must hobble around on
crutches, together with his troubles
with some of the neighbors and the
hired help, make up the major portion of the story. In addition, there
is the conflict between grandfather's
ideas about improving the farm and
those of his absent son, an architect
who with his wife has gone to England to study English architecture,
and whose letters home contain minute instructions which grandfather
is expected to carry out, including the
laying of a sub-surface sprinkler sys-
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tern to take care of the gardens during dry spells. This sprinkler system
is fed by a nearby stream and when
this stream by an unprecedented rain
is swollen the result is that the farm
and its occupants are almost flooded
out. This and the many other humorous incidents is apt to leave the
reader in stitches most of the time.
As the book is largely autobiographical, the publishers, unwittingly, added their own humorous note by printing the statement, usually used for
books of fiction, also in this book:
"All characters are fictitious and any
resemblance to actual persons living
or dead is purely coincidental."

Perennial Problem
STAR OVER JORDAN: The Life
of Theodore Herzl. By Josef Patai.
The Philosophical Library, New
York. 1946. 356 pages. $3·75·
JEWISH PANORAMA. By David
Goldstein, LL.D. Radio Replies
Press, St. Paul, Minn. 1943. 394
pages. $3.00.
HESE

two books, both written by

T Jews, contain much information

about Jewish affairs, including Zionism, which is making such a stir in
our day. Star over jordan is a translation from the Hungarian. It pictures the life of Theodore Herzl, the
founder of modern Zionism. Herzl,
who was born in Budapest in 186o,
was in his earlier years a firm believer
in assimilation for the Jews. When
he was sixteen years old, "Luther,"
according to Patai, "was nearer to
him than Moses." In 1895, however,
he saw Dreyfus degraded in Paris

after his conviction for treason, and
from that time on Herzl devoted himself wholeheartedly to plans for a
mass migration of Jews to Palestine.
The rest of his life was an alternation
of successes and failures, of high
hopes and bitter disappointments,
but he held steadfast to his course.
He eventually had audiences with
the Sultan, the Kaiser, and high officials in England and Russia, trying
to win them to his plans. His chief
difficulties arose from opposition and
indifference among his own brethren,
especially the Rothschilds and other
rich Jews. At one time the situation
seemed so hopeless that he wrote,
"Write on my grave stone: 'He had
an all too good opinion of the Jews.' •·
In 1897 the first Zionist Congress
was held in Basel as a result of Herzl's
labors. Other congresses followed. In
1903, at the sixth Congress, Herzl was
savagely attacked over some of his
plans. His health broke, and the following summer he died.
The most striking trait in Herzl's
life is the rare single-mindedness and
perseverance with which he devoted
himself to the cause of Zionism when
he had once espoused it. The consideration that led him to shift from
the idea of assimilation to that of
migration is perhaps most clearly expressed in these words of his:
Each country can have a certain num·
ber of Jews who can be absorbed by it;
but as soon as this number, which cannot be determined exactly, is exceeded,
anti·Semitism steps in. The Jewish state
will help particularly those countries in
which there is as yet no anti·Semitism
because it will free these lands from the
danger of a new influx of immigration.
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The oft-repeated charge that Zionism makes for a divided political loyalty seems to gain support from a
memorandum handed to Lord Lansdowne by Herzl in 1902. It contains
the following:
Estimated conservatively, there are ten
million Jews on the earth. They won't
be able to wear England's colors everywhere, but they will all carry England in
their hearts if that country becomes the
guardian of the Jews. With one stroke
England acquires ten million secret but
loyal subjects engaged in all sorts of
activity throughout the world . . . . At a
signal they will put themselves at the
service of the generous nation which
brings them the help they have been
longing for. England acquires ten million agents for her greatness and influence.

Dr. Goldstein, the author of I ewish
Panorama, is a convert to Catholi-

cism. His book bears the imprimatur
of the Archbishop of St. Paul. While
Goldstein in some respects out-Catholics the average Catholic (e.g., he
defends the autos-da-fe of the Inquisition and grows lyric over the Dark
Ages) , yet his volume is a treasuretrove of things Jewish. It would be
hard to find a question in this field
that would be asked by the average
American that is not dealt with.
Goldstein seems to make every effort
to judge his brethren after the flesh
fairly, defending them on charges
which he regards as ill-founded and
reproving them for faults of which
he holds them convicted.
On one point Goldstein is guilty
of a false generalization which is
common among Jews and gentiles.
He speaks of "the intellectual acute-
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ness of Jews," "the inherited intellectual tenacity of Jewish students,"
and more to the same purpose-as
though Jews as a class were remarkably bright. This reviewer has had
many J ewish students in university
classes. A certain proportion of them
were outstanding in their work, even
brilliant, but a larger number of
them were among the "dumbest" in
class. They seemed to run to the two
extremes. Discussion with colleagues
disclosed that they had the same
experience.
Goldstein commends Jesus to the
Jews as the Messiah and points out
the . low ebb to which religion has
fallen among them. He quotes a New
York rabbi to the effect that "only
5o,ooo of the 2,ooo,ooo Jews in New
York are attending services in the
city's synagogues." He shows that
Zionism, even in Palestine, is predominantly non-religious, even antireligious. Of the Zionist claim to Palestine he writes:
It is as un-American in principle to foster the immigration of an alien people,
ambitious for a Jewish state, into Palestine as it would be to encourage the
immigration of Indians into our country
for the purpose of establishing an Indian state. The Jews of today, especially
the Zionist Jews, have no more right to
Palestine, which was a Jewish land over
two thousand years ago, than the Indians have to the state of California,
which was an Indian-Mexican land a
hundred years ago.

At one point in the book we were
amazed. Goldstein does not seem to
know much Hebrew. Speaking of the
Jewish credo, "Hear, 0 Israel," etc.,
he says that Elohenu is a plural and
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means "gods." It is, indeed, a plural
form, but its meaning is singular and
it carries a pronoun: "our God."

New Anthology
0. HENRY MEMORIAL AWARD
PRIZE STORIES OF I946. Selected and edited by Herschel Bricke11, assisted by Muriel Fuller.
Doubleday and Company, Garden
City, New York. 1946. 314 pages.
$2.50·
HAT

a study of insanity should

receive the major award in this
T
year's 0. Henry Memorial competition is not surprising. The hero of
John Goss' "Bird Song," a veteran of
World War I, makes sincere efforts
to tackle the realities of life, but
what life can offer as a reward is less
dear than the safety of drink and the
asylum. Two other stories deal with
irrational separation from the exterior world: "The Heroine," in
which actual achievements prove insufficient to a young girl, so that she
must seek satisfaction in imaginary
prowess-with, resultant disaster to the
society that has failed to understand
her; and -"Not Very Close," the pathetic sketch of an elderly Southern
spinster who has never been inured
to life. "Miriam," by Truman Capote, is a brilliant fantasy, in Christmas-tree colors, based on a middleaged widow's recognition of her inadequacy in dealing with external
conditions.
World War II as a war receives in
this collection less attention than
does the fight against fascistic atti-

tudes. Victor Ullman's "Sometimes
You Break Even," the third prize
winner, presents a dilemma that confronts those in authority in any war:
what proportion shall be observed
between the conserving of the lives
of men as men and the using of the
lives of men as soldiers? The machinery of the problem is well set up, although the details and diction are
sometimes ineffectively handled.
"Waves of Darkness," a first story by
Cord Meyer, Jr., is an extremely sensitive stream-of-consciousness account
of a night of jungle banzai warfare.
The fight against racial in justice
and against unimaginative cruelty is
carried on in Margaret Shedd's "The
Innocent Bystander"-the second
prize winner-and in "The Imaginary
Jew," "I Forgot Where I Was," "The
Beggar Boy," "Act of Faith," "Breathe
Upon These Slain," and "The Blackboard." This last is a remarkable
piece of work-a deadly satire upon
the pompous unrealism and cruelty
of a type of professional uplifter.
One of the best stories in the collection is Andrew Lytle's "The
Guide," which deals with a young
boy's initiation into adulthood-his
gradual realization of the fact that
his canonized grandfather was actually much the same sort of man as his
shocking uncle. Maude Phelps Hutchins' "Innocents" belongs to a sophisticated genre-half narrative, half
speculative-cultivated by a small
group of writers; deliberately artificial, the technique gives numerous
occasions for brilliant apercus. The
veteran Dorothy Canfield offers "Sex
Education," an amusing account of a
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woman's progressive interpretations
of an adolescent experience.
As a whole, the anthology fails to
rise to some of its earlier levels. Too
many of the stories lack· sublety.

American Tradition
A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN. By
Albert Fanchet. The New Home
Library Series. The Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, Pa. 1946. 338
pages. $1.00.
HIS book, written by an expert
adviser on business and job problems, belongs in the general class of
books on vocational guidance. It is
of great value to any person interested in starting a small business of
his own, particularly in that part of
the United States which is known as
the Atlantic Seaboard.
The chief merit of the book lies in
the emphasis placed on the selection
of the right kind of business a person with limited resources is to establish. The process of selecting the
most suitable type of business for a
given individual involves two considerations, (a) an examination of
numerous types of businesses, their
characteristics, requirements, and pitfalls, and (b) an examination of the
qualities possessed by the person establishing a given business. This twofold approach is the same approach
employed in the field of personnel
management, where the first phase is
called job analysis and the second
is called personnel analysis.
The fields of businesses described
and analyzed are the mail order business, a family enterprise, the photography business, schools for young-
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sters, a two-climate business, a publicity service, a bookstore, a beauty
shop, a service business, a filling statiOn, a farming business, a tourist
home, a restaurant, a food business,
a housing venture, the clothing l;!usiness, a footloose enterprise, and a
side-line business. These businesses
are described in terms of the amount
of capital required, the competition
involved, the risks, the liabilities, the
pitfalls, and the possible profits.
The personal qualities required in
general are the ability to evaluate
one's own capabilities, the ability to
manage one's own affairs, to direct
others, to make prompt decisions, to
exercise sound judgment, and many
others, especially experience.
No attempt is made to develop the
techniques of operating and managing a business. The scope of the book
does not permit a discussion of such
techniques nor does it permit a description of every field of business
open to the small investor.
Persons who cannot afford a formal
training in business or who desire to
establish a business before they have
acquired the necessary experience will
find this book a partial insurance
against immediate failure in business.
Moreover, the appendix provides valuable material for further study.
E. E. GoEHRING

Big Bertha Shoots Grape Shot
THE WORLD TODAY. By Nicholas Murray Butler. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. 1946. 225
pages. $2 .50.
NYONE who expects to receive
from the president emeritus of
the largest university in the United
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States of America pearls of wisdom
secured from the depth of the ocean
of thought will be sorely disappointed when he reads the essays and
addresses, delivered or written by
him between 1942 and 1945, and collected in this volume. In his long
fishing experience in waters abounding in worth-while fish our presidential fisherman has caught only minnows which swim beneath the surface.
There is an interesting remark in
the editor's preface to Dr. Butler's
speech which introduces his recent
essays and addresses. This speech is
::m oration delivered by the president
emeritus when he was thirteen years
of age. "The address," the editor
states, "is here published because it
makes plain the fact that from childhood to old age, the author's outlook
upon the world in which we live has
been substantially one and the same."
This statement, meant as a compliment, is unfortunately true. We are
unable to discover any growth in
content or even in the approach to
the tremendous problems with which
our world is confronted today. The
same analysis and the same simple
remedies are offered by the man at
the end of a long life which were
presented by the High School boy.
We hear the same monotonous melody. We miss with few variations
depth, penetration, critically viewed
historical background, and historical
perspective. The outlook of the author is that of a juvenile optimism
and wishful thinking. The footnotes
point to a very meager acquaintance
with the writings of the great minds
of the past and present times. Prac-

tically the only important and constantly quoted books which are mentioned are Spengler's Untergang des
A bendlandes, which Dr. Butler ap·
parently has not digested, and Neh·
ru's Glimpses of World History.
No political scientist would today
agree with Dr. Butler that "the gov·
ernment of the United States was
called into being by a stroke of the
pen"-Gladstone's oratorical phraseand that this is an "obvious historic
fact" (p. 31). Nor would they subscribe to his assertion that "without
Alexander Hamil ton there would
have been no Federal Constitution of
the United States drafted in 1787"
(p. 39). No student of international
law and diplomacy, familiar with the
now available source material, continues to hold to the old belief that
"the first Hague Conference assembled in the spirit of hope and of
faith," and that in particular the
delegation of the United States was
"confident that some important steps
toward effective international coop·
eration were now to be taken" (p. g).
Here, as frequently, Dr. Butler supports his ardent and laudable desire
for world peace by a legend and not
by a fact.
It is also incorrect that "it was
Henry Clay's great speech in the
House of Representatives which
called the Latin-American republics
into existence and led to their recognition by the nations of Europe"
(p. 23). John Quincy Adams, then
Secretary of State, fought Clay on the
issue of immediate recognition of
the revolting South American countries as a premature measure, especially in view of Adams' desire to se-
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cure East Florida from Spain by amicable negotiations. The Clay resolution was defeated in the House of
Representatives on March 30, 1818,
by a vote of 115 to 45· Great Britain's
recognition-the only one on the part
of European Powers which was of
importance-was mainly based on
economic grounds and little influenced by Clay's fiery eloquence.
I am sure that all realistic economists would consider the following
opinion of Dr. Butler in his defense
of private enterprise as quite naive.
"By holding shares in a well-managed corporation," Dr. Butler claims,
"the individual of small means will
have opportunity to cooperate effectively in shaping and developing the
economic life of the American people, particularly in the fields of production and transportation" (p. 74).
The spiritual profundity of the
president emeritus of Columbia University is revealed by his dictum that
"the essentials of the Christian religion are to be found in • the three
most important documents which history records: The Ten Commandments, the Lord's Prayer and the
Apostle's Creed. He who accepts
these and believes in them is a Christian, whatever may be his preference
for form or worship or church organization" (p. 71). One need not be
a learned theologian to register
amazement over such a bourgeois
conception of Christianity.
The memoirs of Dr. Butler, reviewed in this column, have been
hailed as "not simply those of a
scholar and administrator, but-they
are packed with excellent and historically valuable facts" (New York
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Times),· as "important footnotes to
history" (Book-of-th e-Month Club
News),· as "amazingly informed," and
that "American idealism here speaks
at its best" (Bostan Herald),· a "truly
important contribution-to the story
of our times" (New York Her(lldTribune).
Ladies and gentlemen, I beg to
differ.
F. K. KRUEGER

The Animal Kingdom
ANIMAL TALES: An Anthology of
Animal Literature of All Countries, compiled and annotated by
Ivan T. Sanderson. Alfred A.
Knopf, New York. 1946. 528 pages
with index and end maps. $5.00.
HE guiding principle in selecting
this material has b een, by the
editor's own testimony, to choose
"tales that, having fulfilled the stipulated qualifications as to locale, litcrary form, the animal hero, and
aesthetic charm, should display as little of man as possible." This plan
for the thirty-one tales is practical
and effective in its emphasis upon
the literary form of the tale and the
geographical location in which the
story is placed.
To make the book more than a
mere compilation, the editor wisely
inserts a prefatory analysis and history of this special type of literature,
an essay that clarifies motivation,
plan, and purpose. I could salute
Mr. Sanderson for a good job well
done throughout, had he used the
correct origin of man in place of the
(for his zoological emphasis doubly
tempting) evolution theory: "Aaeons
before the dawn of civilization, man,
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even if recognizable, was himself an
animal." Except for this error, I recommend his exposition of a type of
writing too seldom appreciated for
its artistic value beyond the intellectual level of children.
Both fictional and true stories are
found in this good collection of great
tales about animals all over the
world. Some old favorites will awaken
pleasant memories, and numerous
hitherto unknown episodes will further enrich the reader's comprehension of human nature viewed allegorically as in the world's parables,
fables, bestiaries, beast epics, and fabliau (despite Sanderson's intention to
let these stories count alone as stories). The tale from Jean-Henri
Fabre's The Life of the Scorpion, set
in the Mediterranean region; the passage about the chimpanzees in Paul
Du Chaillu's The World of the Great
·Forest, placed in the Congo Basin;
the rodent tale from W. H. Hudson's
The Naturalist in La Plata, in the
Argentine Pampas; or the short story
of a deer from Felix Salten's Bambi,
localized in temperate Europe but
now made world-famous by the sympathetic treatment of Walt Disneythese examples reveal how each tale
is laid in a well-defined region of
the earth and develops a simple plot
around the respective animals.
Mr. Sanderson proves himself to
be an extraordinary guide by using
two valuable devices: his own attractive brush painting of the featured
animal accompanies each tale, and
likewise for each tale there is a brief
prologue on the setting, the land's
flora and fauna, its ecological significance, plus a short sketch about the

tale's author. The best thing about
this book is the reliability of the scientific editor, who brings to his portions of Animal Tales a contagious
enthusiasm for animals based upon
an impressive knowledge of them,
the results of years of research in
zoology, geology, and botany coupled
with far-flung expeditions made on
behalf of such celebrated institutions
as the British Museum and the Royal
Society. Other books by Sanderson
are Animal Treasure, Caribbean
Treasure, and Living Treasure.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

Penultimate Volume
ESCAPE IN PASSION. By Jules Romains. Translated from the French
by Gerard Hopkins. Alfred A.
Knopf, New York. 1946. 558 and
XXXII pages. $3.50.
HE penultimate volume in Jules
Romains' Men of Good Will series reveals the same exceptional skill
that came to the fore in its predecessors: Men of Good Will, Passion's
Pilgrims, The Proud and the Meek,
The World from Below, The Earth
Trembles, The Depths and the
Heights, Death of a World, Verdun,
Aftermath, The New Day, Work and
Play, and The Wind Is Rising. M.
Romains is now writing the fourteenth and concluding volume of the
cycle. Its title will be The Seventh of
October.
The famous French novelist has
surveyed the fear-laden European
scene with a penetrating understanding of political, social and economic
trends and with a deep-going knowle_dge of human beings who had a
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hand in shaping those trends and of that catastrophe upon mankind;
but it would be a tragedy in the full
lived, worked, fought, and died unsense of the word if voices like that
der the impact of what went on
of M. Romains-voices which warn
about them. M. Romains has a brilthe world in clarion tones of possible
liant style-a style which retains much
of its sheen even in translation. The
future disaster by narrating and excharacters with which he has peopled pounding what took place in the past
his novels are so numerous that he -did not find a large and sharply attentive audience.
has found it necessary to catalogue
them at the end of every volume.
Thirty-two pages are devoted to the An Appetizer
index appended to Escape in Passion.
Besides, there is a section, headed BERNARD M. BARUCH: Financial
Genius, Statesman, and Adviser to
"Dramatis Personae," which lists the
Presidents. By Harry Irving Shumnames of the persons introduced in
way. With a foreword by James F.
the previous novels "with a short
Byrnes, Secretary of State, and an
summary of the antecedent action in
appendix by Bernard M. Baruch.
which each has participated."
L. C. Page and Company, Boston.
If a second-rate author-an author,
1946. 110 pages. $1.25.
say, whose skill has degenerated into
(.'\ECRETARY of State James F. Byrnes,
the slapdash cumbersomeness which
0 who has written a foreword to
has infected much of Upton Sinclair's
Lanny Budd cycle-had undertaken , Harry Irving Shumway's compact
biography of Bernard Mannes Baa work as bulky and as comprehenruch, declares that the volume
sive as M. Romains' Men of Good
Will series, the reading would often will be a valuable aid to our people that
be toilsome. The able Frenchman, through this book the life of this truly
however, has the type of craftsman- great American may become more wideship which enables him to hold the ly known and understood in future
reader's interest and to whet the ap- . years, for his example is one that, if
petite for more. His work is an im- followed by others, can guide this country down the path of true democracy in
portant addition both to French letters and to the literature of the the uncertain times ahead.
world.
Without attempting to contradict
The events recounted in Escape in
Mr. Byrnes, one may say that a man
Passion take place on the troubled of the importance and the accomEuropean scene in the year 1933. plishments of Mr. Baruch deserves a
One can understand why some of the
far more extensive, a far more sensimen and women who have felt the
tive, and a far more dispassionate
terrific impact of the recent war in
biography than the panegyric from
every fiber of their beings are no
the pen of Mr. Shumway. The book
longer eager to think of, and read
has its merits; but it smacks too
about, the circumstances and the strongly of out-and-out hero worship,
trends which unleashed the horrors
and it has much in common with
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the campaign biographies which descend upon the market at election
time.
Mr. Baruch has made millions as a
keen-witted speculator, he has helped
many of his fellowmen by generous
donations, and, in matters of business and statecraft, he has been adviser to more than one President of
the United StatP.s. Our country is indebted to him for many an invaluable service.
Mr. Shumway's book is excellent
eulogistic journalism; but it is by no
means a biography worthy of a man
as important as Mr. Baruch. Perhaps
it will serve a useful purpose by
arousing in the minds of readers a
desire to learn more about the muchdiscussed personage with whom it
deals. Books containing the longedfor information may be in the making at the present time. At any rate,
they are bound to come in the future. Mr. Shumway's volume is merely an appetizer.
The appendix contains Mr. Baruch's statement in regard to price
and wage control before the House
Banking and Currency Committee
on March 26, 1946.

Learning and Wisdom
MODERN MUSIC: The Story of
Music in Our Time. By Max Graf.
Translated from the German by
Beatrice R. Maier. Philosophical
Library, New York. 1946. 320 pages.
$3.00.
T IS always stimulating to read
what Max Graf has to say about
music; but one suspects that Modern
Music) the latest work from his pen,
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is far more readable in the original
than in the translation by Beatrice
R. Maier.
The learning, the sagacity, and
the wisdom with which Mr. Graf's
book bristles should be brought to
the attention of as many students of
music as possible. In all probability
the rich contents of his most recent
volume will be eagerly absorbed by
those who admire the man as one of
the foremost music critics of our time;
yet one must reckon with the cold
fact that a clumsy translation will
do much to impede the service which
a good book can render.
Mr. Graf discusses music and musicians from the days of Brahms and
Bruckner to the present time. Naturally, he casts many a sharp and kno·wing glance at composers who lived,
wrote, and made their influence felt
b efore the era which serves as the
starting-point in his book. During his
long career as a critic in Vienna he
became acquainted with many an important and unimportant creator of
music. He learned much about their
aims and their ideals. It was often
his business to pass judgment on
their achievements. His experience
has been extensive; his sense of values is extraordinarily keen. In a
chapter entitled "The Crisis of the
Times" Graf speaks with trenchant
insight about the political, social, and
economic conflicts, the inventions,
the trends, the unrest, and some of
the sy terns of thought which, toward th~ end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth, led, as a matter of course, to
significant changes and developments
in the tonal art. "Music," he says,
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"became an integral part of the collective production of the modern era,
a part of its struggles, a part of its
crises, and a part of its fight for a
new phase of life."
Scores of composers pass in review
before the eyes of those who read
Modern Music. The parade of the
great, the near-great, and the wouldbe great is by no means all-inclusive;
but it is always fascinating both because of the personages themselves
and because of the comments .of the
author. Concerning Igor Stravinsky
Mr. Graf writes:
As an artist, Igor Stravinsky has many
faces. He is a Russian and bound to the
Russian nation, as strongly as all great
Russian artists. And he is a Parisian
who, together with Cocteau and Picasso,
with Derain and Bracque, with Bergson
and Proust, shapes the spirit of Paris in
the pre-war era. He is a man of elemental rhythm and at the same time a
man of gleaming ingenuity and wit. He
is driven by strong impulses, and yet he
is an intellectualist. He has an ingenious
foresight for the future, but does not
lose interest for passing artistic fashions.
He stands above his time, which stimulates him and which he depends upon.
Arnold Schonberg and his achievements call forth the following comments:
The evolution of music from the time
of Brahms's ·death to the outbreak of
World War I had no more forceful representative than Arnold Schoenberg. In
his artistic personality were united all
the spiritual trends that had pierced old
dams in Europe during an age of crisis.
His emotional world was set in vibration
by all the movements of the spiritual atmosphere in Europe. His keen intellect
studied all the problems of the era. His
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artistic development contained the most
severe logic. Every composition he ever
wrote is a step forward.
Graf is convinced that the late
Bela Bart6k was a master. He writes:
Next to so many vital, clever composers is the Hungarian Bela Bart6k, a true
genius, and, side by side with Arnold
Schoenberg and Igor Stravinsky, the
third great creative composer in the early twentieth century. His music absorbs
less from the era than he places into the
time out of his own fantasy.
Prokofieff, says Mr. Graf,
is neither ecstatic nor dreamy, but clear
and forceful. Chromaticism, used by
Chopin as musical expression of poeticmellow emotions and by Debussy for
the tone of hovering or melting mood,
disappears and is replaced by simple
diatonics.
What about Shostakovitch? Mr.
Graf declares:
Among the musicians of today Shostakovitch surely has the lightest hand. He
enjoys writing music. It flows from his
pen without restraint, and it is always
music that has something to say and
possesses a face of its own. This ease of
invention and technique makes Shostakovitch appear chiefly as a brilliant composer whose skill in absorbing new techniques is great, at any rate greater than
his ability to shape new artistic substances. This does not mean that Shostakovitch had no personal ideas, or that
he was banal in any way. He is always
full of sparkling life, full of rhythmic
vitality and absolutely sure in the reproduction of his ideas. However, his
imagination is that of an improvisator
rather than the fantasy of a creator. It
is rich and fresh, flowing and unrestrained rather than concentrated and
forcefully formative.
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It is particularly profitable to read
what Mr. Graf writes about Bruckner, Mahler, and Richard Strauss.
The chapter entitled "The Fight
Against Wagner" gives proof in
abundance of profound and sensitive learning. In fact, the entire
book, hobbled though it is by a poor
translation, erratic punctuation, and
a carelessly prepared index, is brimful of erudition, and, what is more,
the erudition is surcharged with wisdom and enlivened with the yeast of
philosophical reflection without
which mere information, no matter
how extensive it may be, cannot perform its proper function in the world
of arts and letters. ·

For the Children
THE WONDERFUL YEAR. By
Nancy Barnes. Illustrated by Kate
Seredy. Julian Messner, Inc., New
York. 1946. 185 pages. $2.50.
ANCY BARNES' sparkling and appealing account of one eventful
year in the life of a small girl takes
us back to the more leisurely days of
the baseburner and the acetylene
lamp. Eleven-year-old Ellen Martin
was desperately unhappy when her
lawyer father announced that his
physician had advised him to leave
Kansas for the invigorating mountain air of Colorado.
·

N

Ellen felt fear-a cold spot in her
stomach. This was home, with the wonderful home feel and home smell, and
what Dad was saying made her nose
sting and her chest hurt as if, in a moment, she would cry. She had never felt
so frightened, so forlorn.

How could Ellen leave Billy, the

smartest horse in the world, or her
dog Bobby? Or the new velvet carpet
with the roses, or the carved piano
which had been grandmother's? Or
the books, the canaries, and the goldfish? Ellen was a little less unhappy
when her resourceful mother found
a way to transport all these treasures to the far-away fruit-growing
ranch which was to be their new
home. Nevertheless, Ellen quietly
cried herself to sleep the first night
she spent in Colorado.
A shaft of early spring sunshine hit
her smack in the eye the next morning
and she rolled off her pallet and got into
her clothes, buttoning her ferris waist
with cold fingers because the fire had
died down. Then she was dressed and
had brushed and braided her hair and
could slip out and see what this new
world was like.

Ellen gazed in silent, wide-eyed
wonder at the beautiful valley which
lay like a cup between the mountains
rimming the horizon on three sides.
"She stood and she stared and she
breathed in the fragrance. 'This is
my place,' she cried, out loud. 'This
is my place to be.' She had never
been so happy." The months that
followed were filled with adventure
and excitement.
Miss Barnes has captured the engaging freshness and the spontaneous
gaiety of youth, together with the
doubts and the heartaches of youthful growing-pains, with unusual success. The Wonderful Year, the 1945
winner of the Julia Ellsworth Ford
Foundation Award for Children's
Literature, is sure to appeal to children. Parents, too, will welcome this
excellent addition to contemporary
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fiction for the young reader. The
charming illustrations by Kate Seredy
reflect the spirit of the story with
such fidelity that they serve as a perfect complement to the text.

Decadence
THE HOUSE IN THE UPLANDS.
By Erskine Caldwell. Duell, Sloan
and Pearce, New York. 1946. 238
pages. $2.50.
HE House in th e Uplands marks
a significant change in the formula employed by Erskine Caldwell
in his earlier works. Grady Dunbar,
the dominant character in Mr. Caldwell's new novel, is no Jeeter Lester;
he is a member of the Southern aristocracy. For generations his family
had been wealthy and powerful; but
now
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the Dunbar family had outlived its time
by several decades and Grady possessed
practically every characteristic of Dunbar decadence. There were many similar
families in the region; the Dunbars were
not unique. All such families lived in
varying degrees of poverty, their vitality
depleted, and, fortunately, were usually
incapable of reproducing their kind ....
Most of the old families still clung obstinately to their decaying and dilapidated manor houses and stubbornly
maintained an outmoded way of life at
the exp'e nse of the Negroes and un-
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educated whites who were kept in some
form of peonage by means of threats
and intimidations.
In the course of time such familie~
died out like a decaying tree, but meanwhile, as though nature became impatient with delay, violence frequently
broke out and removed the remaining
member~ of such a family overnight.

These words exactly presage the
fate of the last of the Dunbars. A
bullet from the gun of a notorious
gambler put a crashing end to Grady's
drunkenness, depravity, and sadistic
brutality. His caustic and embittered
mother survived him only by the few
moments it took for her to recognize
the grotesquely sprawled body which
lay at the foot of the veranda stairs.
On the jacket for The House in
the Uplands the publishers predict
that this novel, like Mr. Caldwell's
other books, "will stir up a considerable amount of controversy and excitement." One wonders. However
charitable one may be in assuming
that Mr. Caldwell's facile pen is dedicated to the service of the downtrodden and the lowly, the fact remains
that the fruits of his pen are literally and unmistakably pornographic in
character, and this inevitably negates
whatever case the author has trierl
to make. In The House in the Uplands that case is, at best, a feeble
one.
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FOR TillS WE FOUGHT
Guide lines to America's future, as
reported to The Twentieth Century Fund. By Stuart Chase. The
Twentieth Century Fund, New
York. 1946. 123 pages. $1.00.
HIS

volume is the sixth and last

T of a series of reports written for

the Twentieth Century Fund to give
the reader a dynamic understanding
of the great issues of postwar America" (Foreword) . It is, like its predecessors, a penetrating analysis of
some of the basic problems confronting our country at the present time.
Mr. Chase shows, on the basis of reliable polls, that both veterans and
civilians believe that the country
owes them, above all other considerations, employment and financial security. Americans, as a whole, so Mr.
Chase concludes, are opposed to both
old style "capitalism" and modern
forms of totalitarianism. He, therefore, proposes "the middle road," a
plan whereby government, labor, and
big business get together in reading
the signs of the times, in developing
a long-range policy of mutual un-

derstanding and assistance, and thus
be in a position to meet national
crises as these may arise.
Readers may shake their heads at
the program outlined by Mr. Chase.
They may argue that phenomena in
our own country and across the
oceans do not, even now, warrant so
optimistic a solution. They will immensely benefit, however, from a
careful reading of Mr. Chase's presentation and agree, at least theoretically, that his plan is perhaps the
only one which can assure for America and the rest of the world a period of peace and prosperity. Also
this book measures up to the literary
charm which characterizes other
books written by Mr. Chase.

THE FEVER BARK TREE
The Pageant of Quinine. By M. L.
Duran-Reynals. Doubleday & Co.,
Inc., New York. 1946. 275 pages.
$2.75·
LTHOUGH we hold that the love
of money is the root of all evil,
the author of The Fever Bark Tree
makes a strong case for her thesis
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that malaria is. Consider that hundreds of 'm illions yearly suffer from
malaria, frequently racked with pain
and made indigent. There are 6oo,
ooo cases in India each year among
the railro a d workers alone. Mrs.
Duran-Reynals points out that the
number of wounded among our
troops during World War II was
only slightly more than the number
of cases of malaria.
The Fever Bark Tree begins with
the death of Alexander of the fevers
and continues to the present time
and the problems of malaria control
which present as great a challenge to
world cooperation and humanitarianism as any single political or economic problem today. The part that
malaria has played in shaping world
history and the history of the Roman
church is vividly portrayed, as are
the men who have contributed to
malarial control, the influences of
man's greed and resistance to change,
and the perplexities with which men
of science had to work to solve the
mala~ia puzzle.
WILLIAM BLOOM

WITH CRADLE AND CLOCK
By Knud Stowman. Harper &
Brothers, New York. 1946. 292
pages. $2.50.
GAINST the historical background
of New York early in the 18th
Century, Knud Stowman has traced
the interesting history of Jonathan
Kent, a young doctor who wished to
make obstetrics his chosen profession. After completing his training
under Mauriceau, he found popular
prejudice so great in his native England that he travelled to America to
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practice. However, even in the free
air of the New World, it took some
time before the "man midwife" was
accepted.
While Jonathan Kent and the story
of his career are fictitious, great care
has b een taken to present an accurate
account of life in the colonies of
that period. Descriptive scenes and
historical incidents are skillfully
woven into the narrative. As a result, we are given an eminently readable and interesting chapter of American history. It is only in the development of the theme itself-how
America's first obstetrician got his
start-that events reflect a fairy-tale
quality. The crises as well as the triumphs are too "pat." More space is
devoted to the incidental-if interesting-details of Dr. Kent's romance
and to life in early New York than
to the actual struggle of this particular branch of medical science for
deserved recognition.
But despite all this, taking "With
Cradle and Clock" just as fiction, we
regard it as one of the best of the
late publications. It is proof that
worth-while literature can be written without stooping to the bla~
phemous and the obscene.

TOUR OF DUTY
By John Dos Passos. Houghton
Mifflin Co., Boston. 1946. 336 pages.
$3.00.
HIS is good reporting! John Dos
Passos takes us along with him
as he tours the mid-Pacific, Philippine, and European theatres and by
the time we're home again, we have
a vivid picture of those places where
American might was gathered for the
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winning of the war and the maintenance of the peace as well.
His first report covers the island
supply bases that served as springboards for the actual fighting. The
battles were already over when he
reached Eutowah, Pelelen, and
Guam. The action had continued
beyond them and they had become
the focal points of vital equipment.
Here one could see the tremendous
production and technological advance, talked of in the States but seldom seen in such array. The natives
of those exotic Pacific atolls got a
glimpse of Uncle Sam that only his
nephews in uniform ever saw.
In the second report we are taken
to · the Philippines for a taste of
guerilla warfare. We become a part
of the people of Manila as the J aps
are driven out. We tour the smoking city. We talk with American
prisoners just released; we view the
want, the danger, the destruction
that befell a civilian population
fiercely determined to throw off the
yoke of oppression.
The war is over by the time we
reach the European theatre. The army of occupation is already beset with
a host of vexing problems. The Nuremberg trials have begun. The first
flush of allied friendship has disappeared and in Vienna and Berlin
the Anglo-Russian tension has already
made itself felt. It is Europe in the
first winter of peace. The actual fighting is over, but the woes that follow
in its wake are only gathering momentum among the ruins. John Dos
Passos has lent us his eyes to see what
he saw. It is a colorful but often distressing scene. It is good reporting.

A MAN IN THE DIVIDED SEA
By Thomas Merton. New Directions, Norfolk, Connecticut. 1946.
155 pages. $2.50.
HIS

young Trappist monk offers

here, with the consent of his suT
periors, some ninety poems, including thirty that were published in
1944. They are concerned chiefly
with the devotee's constant effort
toward communion with God. Of
the chapter's hours of physical labor
he writes:
Now all our songs sing holy sonnets in
this world of timber
Where oaks go off like guns, and fall
like cataracts,
Pouring their roar into the wood's green
well.
Walk to us, Jesus, through the wall of
trees,
And find us still adorers in these airy
churches,
Singing our other Office with our saws
and axes ...

Of the Night Office he writes:
Our hasting souls outstrip the day:
Now, before dawn, they have their
noon ...
But now the lances of the morning
Fire all their gold against the steeple
and the water-tower.
Returning to the windows of our deep
abode of peace,
Emerging at our conscious doors
We find our souls all soaked in grace,
like Gideon's fleece.

Merton's poems testify to a simple
faith; the statements are lucid and
glad. There are traces of Hopkins'
diction-in a poem on Clairvaux Abbey is a phrase worthy of the English
Jesuit poet, "your catch-light cloister" -but the poems indicate none of
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Hopkins' agony; neither does their
mysticism approach the heights of
Crashaw's "Flaming Heart." Merton
uses many "metaphysical" figures that
recall .his seventeenth-century ancestors among the religious poets, and
he also has a simple sweetness equal
to that of Francis Thompson, as, for
example, in the opening stanza of
"La Salette," a poem on an Alpine
miracle of the Virgin. His poems are
not doctrinal, and may be read with
pleasure by Protestant readers.

WISDOM AND RESPONSIBILITY
By Walter Fales. Princeton University Press, Princeton, N. J. 1946.
1 66 pages. $2 .50.

C UBTITLED "an essay on the motiva-
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tion of thought and action." this
book is apparently intended for the
reader without formal training in
speculative philosophy. As such, it attempts to define the validity of objective criteria in the determination
of human conduct and interprets intellect as ministerial rather than
dominant in that determination. The
objective and subjective must be
kept in constant correlation for a
balanced life, for overemphasis on
either is fatal.
These principles, Dr. Fales believes, must underlie any constructive interpretation of the educational
process and of social action. As far
as he goes, his case is interesting and
well thought out; but for this reviewer at least, no discussion of "the
motivation of thought and action"
is adequate without a definite commitment-whether negative or posi-
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tive-on the relevance of the Christian faith. Other readers will probably miss this element in Fales' book,
too.
JAROSLAV PELIKAN

THE DARK WOOD
By Christine Weston. Charl<>s
Scribner's Sons, New York. 1946.
303 pages. $2.75.
ECAUSE every war has its tragic
of broken spirits,
broken lives, and broken homes, the
theme employed by Christine Weston in her new novel is timely and
appealing. The Dark Wood, a Literary Guild selection for September,
is the story of a young widow's struggle to adjust herself to the reality
and finality of her soldier husband's
death in the Italian Campaign. Stella
Harmon refused to believe that her
husband would never return to her.
For many months she lived in a dark
wood of despair and lon eliness, in a
pale nightmare of existence from
which she made no attempt to free
herself until she saw a man who bore
a startling resemblance to her dead
husband. Colonel Mark Bycroft, too,
was seeking release from an intolerable position; for he had returned
from overseas to find that his wife
not only had been' unfaithful to him
but was determined to get a divorce.
The lonely aviator and the lonely
widow meet. They fall in love, and
they iron out all the difficulties of a
complicated plot in a manner which
smacks too much of slick-paper serials and the Hollywood formula to
be credible, much less convincing.
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evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces

is the function of music in

servant to other arts. He agrees
with Mozart that "Music is there
to delight, that is its calling." The
famous idol-smasher admits that
music is an indispensable adjunct
to the sound film, where it serves
"to bridge holes, to fill the emptiness of the screen and to supply
the loudspeakers with more or
less pleasant sound." Its chief
function is to cover empty spaces,
just as wallpaper covers the walls
of a room. But Mr. Stravinsky deplores the all-too-popular belief
that music must help the drama
by underlining or describing the
characters and the action. "M usic," he says, "explains nothing,
music underlines nothing. When
it attempts to explain, to narrate,
or to under line something, the
effect is both embarrassing and
harmful."
If one examines the way in
which music has been used in the
making of motion pictures, one
must admit that there is cause for
dissatisfaction, not only from the

W moving pictures? What, you
ask, are the particular problems involved in music for the screen? I can
answer both questions briefly. And I
must answer them bluntly. There are
no musical problems in the film. And
there is only one real function in film
music, namely, to feed the composer.

These words are taken from
Igor Stravinsky's highly provocative article on "Film Music" published in the September issue of
the excellent magazine called
Musical Digest.
The eminent Russian-born
composer continues:
In all frankness I find it almost impossible to talk with film people
about music because we have no common meeting ground; their primitive and childish concept of music is
not my concept. They have the mistaken notion that music, in "helping"
and "explaining" the cinematic shadow-play, could be regarded under artistic considerations. It cannot be.

Mr. Stravinsky believes that
music is too high an art to be a
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viewpoint of a musician of Mr. hash of ballet, melodrama, and
Stravinsky's imposing stature but satire. The musical score by
from the viewpoint of every cash George Antheil is undistinguishcustomer who believes that the ar- ed. Balletomanes will recall with
tistic standards of the screen can, nostalgia the original choreogand should be, raised. The day raphy of the ballet which was
has gone, of course, in which one set to Carl Maria von Weber's
saw a storm~tossed ship sink to hauntingly beautiful Invitation to
an ocean grave to the accompani- the Dance.
ment of Wagner's Magic Fire
Holiday in Mexico (M-G-M,
Spell music. But even a moder- George Sidney) is a lavish techniately observant movie fan must color production filled to the brim
long ago have become bored with with music and gaiety. Here we
the stereotyped pattern used over have the color and the charm of
and over again for background old Mexico, an excellent cast, and
music. Is there anything more music for every taste. Jane Powell,
ridiculous, for instance, than the Ilona Massey, Walter Pidgeon,
ubiquitous choir of voices which, Jose Iturbi, and Xavier Cugat are
without rhyme or reason, marks the sugarcoating for an inane plot
the beginning and the end of so -a plot which falls to pieces at
many films? Even in the pictures the first touch of a probe. Mr.
which feature the immortal works Iturbi and his charming sister
of the great masters music has Amparo provide brilliant piano
been forced to play second fiddle music ranging from the classics
to Hollywood's shallow concept to jive. Xavier Cugat and his orof artistry and to the song of the chestra ofFer fascinating Latincash register. And who has not American rhythms in settings old
been disappointed and distressed and new, and Miss Massey antl
by the inaccurate, distorted, and Miss Powell are heard in a wide
undistinguished screen biogra- variety of song selections. All in
phies of famous personages?
all, this is a tasty dish.
We have every reason to believe . The children will enjoy Gallant
that in Specter of the Rose (Re- Bess (M-G-M, Andrew Marton)
public) Writer-Producer-Director and Black Beauty (2oth CenturyBen Hecht made a sincere at- Fox, Max Nosseck). It seems too
tempt to produce a film of merit bad that Anna Sewell's famous
and distinction. Unfortunately for story of Black Beauty should have
all Mr. Hecht's talents and in- been turned into a tear-jerker.
ventiveness, Specter of the Rose One could wish, too, that some
must be written off as a clumsy of the sequences had been cut

! ____________________________
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from the exciting tale of Gallant
Bess. Since both of these pictures
will appeal primarily to children,
they should have been kept entirely free from unsuitable, undesirable, and unnecessary scenes
and implications. Photographed
in action-color by the new cinecolor process, Gallant Bess glows
with warmth and beauty.
I must confess that I have never
come under the spell of Rose
Franken's popular fictional characters Claudia and David. The
en tire magazine and radio series
has seemed to me to be extremely silly and sickeningly sweet.
Claudia and David (2oth Century-Fox, Walter Lang) has done
nothing to cause me to change
my opinion-in spite of a good
cast and competent direction. In
other films Dorothy McGuire and.
Robert Young have achieved fine
performances. Their antics in the
Claudia pictures arouse in me
nothing more than a feeling of
impatience and boredom.
Mr. Ace (United Artists, Edwin
L. Martin) combines political
chicanery, double-dealing, and
what-in the mind of Hollywood
producers-passes for a love story,
in a stilted and highly stylized
vehicle for Sylvia Sidney and
George Raft. Miss Sidney does
well enough in a meager role, and
Mr. Raft delivers his dull lines in
his customary wooden and deadpan manner.

The Roll ywood murder-mystery mills grind on inexorably and
inexhaustibly. Because Notorious
(RKO-Radio) is an Alfred Hitchcock picture, it is, as one might
expect, a topnotch thriller. This
does not mean that the moral values are any higher or any better
than they are in the penny dreadful. They are not higher-as anyone knows who has read the widely publicized controversy over
Ingrid Bergman's sultry performance in Notorious. It merely
means that the film bears the
unmistakable hall mark of Mr.
Hitchcock's expert direction.
Black Angel (Universal, Roy
William Neill) is just another
ugly, hard-boiled, and undistinguished murder yarn. Dan Duryea
deserves applause for a good performance.
A Scandal in Paris (United Artists, Douglas Sirk) reminds us
that murder and thievery existed
in early nineteenth-century France
just as they do today. George Sanders portrays the hero of EugeneFrancois Vidocq's melodrama in
his usual cold and supercilious
manner. I can think of no good
reason for recommending this picture to anyone.
The Stranger (RKO-Radio, Orson Welles) is a well-acted, expertly directed, and highly polished psychological mystery drama. Orson Welles, supported by
a fine cast, gives his best perform-
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ance since Citizen Kane. He makes
the escaped Nazi war criminal
who is masquerading as a respected New England schoolteacher a convincing and believable character.
Canyon Passage (Universal,
Jacques Tourneur) is a well-made,
semi-historical technicolor film depicting the perils and the hardships of pioneer life on the Oregon frontier in the 185o's. Based
on Ernest Haycox' colorful and
romantic novel, Canyon Passage
is good entertainment. The principals are Dana Andrews, Brian
Donlevy, Susan Hayward, and Patricia Roc, an English actress who
is a newcomer in Hollywood. Cast
in a minor role, Hoagy Carmichael-in his careless, unobtrusive way-steals every scene in
which he appears.
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Another tale of frontier life is
Badman's Territory (RKO-Radio,
Tim Whelan). This is the story
of the infamous bad men of another day. It should have been exciting and interesting. It isn't ..
The Time of Their Lives (Universal) is one of a number of current pictures in which the ghosts
of departed mortals romp about
in utter abandon. If you are an
Abbott and Costello fan, this is
for you.
In Lady Luck (RKO-Radio)
Frank Morgan is once again cast
as a lovable old scoundrel whose
waywardness distresses his sweet
young granddaughter. Everyone
has seen this trite and sugary trifle
in one form or another. The tooth
of time bites hard.
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lfN ACCORDANCE with THE CRESJl. SET's long-standing Yuletide traditon, the December issue again
this year carries "The Christmas
Gar land" as its
special feature.
We believe that
our Associates
have done an unusually good job
this year in capturing the Christmas spirit and in
conveying it to
their readers.

Four Horsemen continue their
inexorable, apocalyptic march
across a shattered world. What
hope for our unhappy race apart
from the glad
and recurring
Christmas tidings
of the birth of the
Prince of Peace?
In Him alone is
peace-at Christmastime and to
eternity.
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Guest reviewers
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The world this
THE CRESSET inyear is celebratclude Jaroslav
Pelikan (Stefan
ing its second
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Zweig and WisChristmas since
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dom and Responthe cessation of
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war. And still
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~~~~~ Business of Your
of the term. Still
Own); F. K. Kruethere remains the old jealousy ger (The World Today); H. H.
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